


July 3 1944 Monday
Bodmin - out to the training area as usual - squad problems - 
10:30 alert! Be ready to move by night - N.C.O. meeting at 
1300 - Col. Butler, "This is the real thing, ammunition is 
being loaded, the next time you see it, you'll be firing it 
at the Germans. Anyone who can walk 400 yds is going along." - 
Afternoon spent in packing duffle bags and cleaning barracks - 
We stay here tonight - Retreat - our last night in Bodmin 
Barracks.
July 4 Tuesday
Reveille as usual - Formation with all equipment at 8:00 
o'clock - Load up! Trucks from Bodmin Barracks to Bodmin Station - Eating K Rations in the rain 12:30 - on the train 
from Bodmin to Triero - 2:40 - arrived in Triero - long con
versation with old Englishman - "They bombed us every night 
for two years. They had us beaten and didn't know it." Final 
staging area several miles from town - "get all your clothing 
and equipment - last chance." Eye ointment and Halizone Pills issued last night in England in a squad tent - Buck, Brown,
Fix, Dutch, Willard, Sinnitt, Cooper, Ora Scott and I.
July 5 Wednesday
Breakfast - 7:30 - "Get packed we may leave anytime" - Arch says, "Better shave while we have the chance." Early dinner - 
"trucks are here" - load up - 2:30, arrived in Falmouth - "carry 
your bags to the boat" 600 yards - "Phew"! - on board the Francis Drake - Down in the hold - "over here Thom." "Better take a sea 
sick tablet it may be rough" "10 in 1" for supper. To bed early.
July 6 Thursday
"We're still in the harbor" - breakfast "wonder why we don't 
move?" We're moving! 7:00 P.M. - through the submarine net 
into the channel - calm sea another night on the Francis Drake.
July 7 Friday
Slowly moving towards France, the convoy gets bigger every hour - 
"probably won't unload tonight." Our third night on the Drake.
July 8 Saturday
"France in sight!" N.C.O. meeting - Capt. Thomas - "We're un
loading on a certain sector of the beach so keep close together 
and don't get lost." Trucks, jeeps and all heavy equipment 
swing out of their holds and load on the loading barge - "over 
the side and down the ladder" - Noon - "all loaded!" "No place 
to land yet" - catching a nap while waiting - Ships in every 
direction as far as eye can see - What a sight! "We're moving
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in to land." Signal lights flashing on the beach - jockeying 
for position - sunken boats in profusion everywhere some 
with great holes in their sides - lying high and dry on the 

) beach - "Get ready to unload" - "the tides out" - "Look at
the C 47*s taking off on that hill" Omaha Beach - our first 
contact with France - 6:30 P.M. M.P.'s directing traffic 
along the beach - up the big hill - "Man its hot." Heavy 
underwear, O.D. uniform, impregnated fatigues. "No wonder!"
Two miles march to bivouac area - "Dig in as soon as you’ve 
eaten supper" 9:00 P.M. "Be ready to go in twenty minutes." 
Moving on forward - "What a tremendous ammo dump." The pace 
is too fast considering the clothing and heavy packs - some 
men fall out, trucks finally catch up and haul us the last 
two miles to the bivouac area.
July 9 Sunday
"Heres the company area" - "Am I ever tired - must have been all of twelve miles" 1:30 A.M. - too tired to dig in - "lets 
sleep next to this ditch and take a chance" Buck and I bed 
down - "is that artillery?" must be Sunday morning - late 
breakfast at the kitchen - get your duffle bags and get anything you need - may be your last chance - "Be ready to 
go right after dinner" - "On the road - 5 yard intervals.""Lets rip our stripes off." No sooner said than done.
Plenty of artillery firing now the French don't seem to 
mind it - its all American - Rain - Rain - Rain - passing 
through St. Clair - evidence of heavy shelling the French 

| say that the Germans did it three nights ago - arrived at
“ our bivouac area - McBurney says "Theres been a snipers neston each corner of this field - "Be careful of booby traps!"

"Dig in good and deep" "Guards, be on your toes, tonight" - 
dig - dig - dig." Its midnight, I’m quitting - "Our first 
night in a fox hole - but not the last."
July 10 Monday
Breakfast at daylight - "Captain Mall was shot last night - 
failed to hear the guards challenge" "Better get those rifles 
cleaned and ready for action" "Dig deeper." "Its going to rain - 
lets pitch tents." "Get all the rest you can." The Corps 155's 
are setting up in the next field. Supposed to lay down a heavy barrage at 3:30 in the morning. Smith and I spend a restless 
night in our tent.
July 11 Tuesday
A little training scheduled for today - "hedge - row tactics" 
two hours practice. "Lets watch the 155's awhile" Stand by 
the fire mission - quadrant 164 - charge 6 load - Battery 
Fire! Buck is sick - Alert! 2:30 - Be ready to go on a 
minutes notice - 4:00 P.M. - Lt. Blomeyer calls for all 
N.C.O.’s - "We move into the attack at 6:00 o’clock. "First
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and Second Batts have been fighting since 6:00 A.M. and are 
badly shot up - 3rd Bn has been committed and their objective 
is a fortified castle and another strong point. "Drop your 
bed roll and gas mask" "Lets go." Everyone quiet and sick 
looking - two mile march - keep plenty of interval - "pick up 
your grenades at the jeep" passing through part of E company - 
order of attack 2nd Platoon on the left - 3rd on the right - 
1st will secure right flank. "Drop your packs" moving into 
position - Everyone looks scared - "The jump off at 1830"
"Tree burst from an 88, 50 yards away. Wow! Pretty close."
"Keep spread out and keep moving" - Lets get across this field. 
"Chief, that damn sniper is shooting right at my head." "Medics! 
"Who's hit?" Got to get across that railroad track - machine gun 
firing straight down it - move fast - safe in the ditch on the 
other side - Strickland calling for help - machine guns keep 
us pinned down - set up a defensive position and dig in - we're 
staying here tonight. 3rd Platoon all safe so far - not so the 
2nd or 1st. Dickies squad almost wiped out at the railroad 
track - Greek Poulous killed - Strickland, Knott, Winslow,
Naasz, Stietz wounded and God only knows how many more - shell 
holes everywhere - dead cow near by - ground is hard - rocky
and we dig until after 1:00 A.M. - our artillery has set the
old castle afire.
July 12 Wednesday
A cat nap or two before morning - the litter bearers finally 
carry Strickland away at day light - we re-cross the railroad 
track and follow the 2nd Bn. into the attack - McBurney and 
Hartley were killed last night - an 88 made a direct hit on 
the jeep - packs - mess gear - socks, underwear, cigarettes etc. abandoned by the fox holes as we move up - Capt. Newkirk 
sends Ora Scott on an errand - a terrific explosion - must 
have been a mine - Ora Scott got it - both legs blown off -
keep on moving - we pass by four dead Americans lying in poolsof blood - must have been from F Company - God! everyone looks 
sick - no wonder - we cross a little creek and over a hedge 
row into a little wheat field - German fox holes all along the 
hedge - nicely covered over - they've been here a long time - 
equipment scattered everywhere - don't touch a thing - look 
out for mines and booby traps - we cross a road and enter a 
heavy woods - lots of artillery in here - move up to the edge 
of the clearing - better dig in - may be here awhile - hit it! They're getting too close for comfort - water and rations are 
here - we're going to attack that big old stone building - Lt. 
Huntley is killed by concussion. Lets go - keep low and move 
fast - across a sunken road and into an open field - rifle fire 
coming from that old building - it looks like a fort - machine 
guns open up from woods to our feont - we are pinned down at 
the hedge row - lucky we made it - get some mortar fire on those 
MG's - look out for Buck - he's down in that gully - withdraw - 
fire like hell while the rest of them move back - Adams is hit
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and left at the hedge row - back to our fox holes again - 
we're moving across the road to a new position - dig in - 
mark our front lines with white undershirts - air corp is 
going to bomb the old stone fort - get ready to move out - 
moving cautiously up the old sunken road - Jerry dugouts 
everywhere - house slippers, lights, musical instruments, 
chairs scattered along the road. - "Hell this was their home 
for four years" - Back once more to the little wheat field 
that we crossed this morning - seems like a month ago - 
digging in against the hedge row - watch out for duds and 
mines. Mid-night - some men still digging slowly and wearily. Lt. Gaynor suffering from shell shock.
July 13 Thursday
Germans have been shelling us heavily since 2:00 A.M. they've 
sure got us spotted - everyone scared and hugging the bottom 
of his fox hole - seems like every shell is going to land 
right in your hole - morning - everyone is worn out after 
last night - got to keep going though because we start 
another attack in a few minutes - we follow a rolling 
barrage - issue more grenades and ammunition - the barrage 
has started and its terrific - lets go - a slow advance as 
the artillery pulverizes the ground ahead - back to the edge 
of the field where the Germans pinned us yesterday - the 
Jerries are firing back now - Their shells are landing closer 
every minute - Brown's squad is already across the little 
field - Betts boys have made it too - Bills squad, in support 
is beginning to cross the field - Groshong in front - Cornett 
to the left rear - McTigue is moving up to the left of Cornett WHAM! that was close - hit between Mickey and Cornett - "All 
right Mick"? "O.K. Thom" Groshong is all right too - no 
answer from Cornett - Groshong crawls over to him - "He’s 
dead - concussion." "Better dig in right along this hedge 
row - Adams is still out here - the Medics said they took 
all the wounded in last night - What a horrible experience - 
lying by a hedge row for 18 hours, badly wounded without even 
a drink of water - the rolling barrage passed right over him 
too - its a miracle he's alive - both sides shelling heavily 
now - most of it landing close - much too close - fourteen 
dead cows in the field to our front - more standing around 
with broken legs - what an awful mess - everyone digging 
steadily - here comes Buck and Worrell - Buck staggering blindly along with his arm in a sling - Worrell has his head 
bandaged - must have been a close one - guess I'd better crawl 
over to Brown's squad - they're O.K. trying to pick out holes 
in the hard ground - Bett is on the other side of Brown - nine 
Germans come out of the woods waving a white rag - with hands 
high, they are taken to the rear by Cavin and Roslawski - our 
first prisoners - Stan jabbers at them in Polish - "here comes 
another barrage - hit it!" - tree burst not over fifty feet
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away - tree branches and dirt almost cover us - "anybody hit?" 
Dutch is on his knees looking at me - Brown calls for the medics 
"who’s hit?" Dutch got it in the back - "Bad?" "I’m afraid so" 
"He's gone" - Death has hit our platoon twice today - 6:00 P.M. 
we’re moving on forward - I company on the left, K on the right - 
everything all mixed up - no organization at all - I company fail 
to come up - Groshong moves cautiously along a hedge row on our 
right - sniper and machine gun fire from the woods to our left - 
maybe they’re in that old house - fire a few clips in there - 
we’re pulling back to the dead cow field for the night - setting up - the defense for the platoon - what a job - Brown 
is about half crazy - who isn't? Fix is completely gone - 
Dutch was his best friend - everyone dog tired - still trying 
to dig deeper at mid-night.
July 14 Friday
Too tired to try to dig, I fell asleep in a shallow hole in the 
2nd Platoon area - dawn - Shelley says, "Germans all around us"- 
only a rumor - everything pretty quiet - no artillery from either 
side - intermittent sniper fire from an orchard to our front - 
Kotowich is shot in the back by a sniper when he steps out in 
the open to take a Jerry waving a white flag - they're dirty 
fighters - Brown, Willard and I dig in still deeper - keep on 
the lookout for those snipers - "Willard you keep watch for 15 
minutes then I'll take over" - "O.K." - My hole is nearly deep 
enough - "Ping" - Willard drops. Brown says "He's gone" - 
Straight through the head - never knew what hit him - Sodia pins the KIA tag on him and covers him with a rain coat - 
Battalion Hq. have set up in the old stone house - an 88 lands 
in the door way - kills Lt. Humphrey and badly wounds Lt.
Doggette - "We're going to attack at 4:30" back over the same ground we covered last night - "move out" - Send the "300" 
forward - Cooper passed out and had to be taken to the aid 
station - Tahany grabs the radio and brings it up - machine 
gun and sniper fire is getting heavier and its plenty close - 
no one hit yet - we pass an overturned tank - the trees are 
torn to pieces by artillery - short fast dashes across open 
spaces - Ballard is hit in the leg - 1st and 3rd Platoon take 
cover in old sunken road - better get out of here - they’ve got it zeroed in - Embry is dead - machine guns got him - we’re on 
our objective the hill is ours - dig in and dig fast - Capt. 
Thomas and Tahany climb over a hedge row - Lt. Blomeyer is over 
too - further down - come on Third - lets go - I follow the Captain - everything quiet - too quiet - suddenly the Germans 
open up - two machine guns firing point blank at us from the next hedge row 75 yards to our front - I plunge into a shell 
hole that isn’t half big enough or deep enough - the captain 
and Tahany hit the ground next to the hedge - Blomeyer makes 
it across to the other side - the rest of us haven't got a 
chance - Tahany is already hit and bleeding from the nose and 
mouth - I commence firing - faster than I ever fired in my
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life - straight at the muzzle blast of the MG's - lying almost 
on my back with my rifle resting across my feet - what a fir
ing position - the only chance to keep low though - Tahany 
screaming to the men behind the hedge row - "For God's sake 
fire so Thom can get out of here" - my ammunition is nearly 
gone - I've got to try to get over that hedge row fast - 
unhook the ammo bag get set - "Give them hell Charley" - 
"look out - I made it" - not a scratch - nothing but a 
miracle - the Captain made it too - hit across the eye though - 
bleeding pretty badly but they’re patching him up - speaking 
of miracles - Tahany made it over the hedge also - badly 
wounded, he knew the value of the radio and brought it back 
with his dying breath - a genuine hero - dead before the radio 
could be taken off of his back - Mitch calling Battalion Hq. 
on the radio - get some artillery up here - on its way - 
pretty close but thats where we need it - Charley says 
"They got Scott" - "My God! Bad?" "Yes, he's dead" - we've 
got to do something - I'm going to crawl down and contact K 
Company - theres a big gap between us - take Tahany's rifle - crawling along the hedge - "there's Scott" - next to a gap 
in the hedge - burst of M.G. fire caught him through the 
throat - died instantly, sitting against the hedge row - 
got to keep going - WHAM! an 88 plows the ground twenty 
feet away - the terrific blast blows me over against Archie 
D. Charley grabs his leg - "I'm hit" - grins - "Hell, just 
a rock" - Marshall is hit in the leg - Neill is instantly killed - Got a chunk of shrapnel in the head from the same 
shell - got to get to K company - crawling low and slow - 
there's Captain Stephens - he has a good looking smiling
German prisoner - sudden anger - let me kill the dirty --
Maybe he’s the one that killed Scottie - the reaction is 
beginning - can't stand much more - they've murdered my 
best friend - crying like a baby - cold and shaking like 
a leaf - can't stop - an hour or more passes by - got to 
get back to the company - they've pulled back to the old sunken road - there's an old German pocket book - $25.00 
or $30.00 in it - an old building with three graves in 
front of it - German helmets hanging on the crosses - back 
to the platoon - "Bill, I'm not worth a damn." Bob says 
"Thom, I'm going to send you back for a rest." "No, maybe 
I'll be all right" - everyone digging - can't tell when they'll start shelling again - sniper fire coming from all 
directions - Bob and I dig under some bushes - nearly dark - 
Arch and I trying to eat a can of C rations - the expected shelling has opened up - can't even eat in peace - our 
artillery answers back, but its way short - lands in K 
Company - call Battalion quick and get them to raise the 
barrage - that's not our artillery - its the enemy's - God 
Help Us!
July 15 Saturday
Wham! Bam! Pow! - the terrific pounding is getting worse - a 
giant artillery duel and everything seems to be falling in
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our area - lying tense and helpless in your shallow hole - 
this is it - no, it went over - wonder how many have been hit - 
this is the worst night we’ve ever had - I'm half crazy now - 

| what will morning bring - Magister in command of the company -
Bob gone to Battalion to get the order - only 42 men available 
for the coming fight - we can't do anything without more men - 
we jump off at 5:30 A.M. - Colonel says we’ve got to go - the 
officers refuse - we keep close to our holes - the attack is 
held up - the terrific shelling all night after yesterday's 
experiences has finished me - Bob says "Thom, you've got to 
get out of here" - follow the litter bearers - "I'll be back", 
Charley and Mitch were sent back yesterday evening - they both 
went to pieces after Scotty got killed - Snipers fire at us 
all the way - Battalion aid station - big green pills - get 
in the ambulance - collecting station - tag says "combat 
exhaustion" - back to the rear eschelon - shave and wash the
first thing - lots of men from the company are here - sleeping
until supper time. Arch comes in before dark - we bed down 
together and are instantly asleep.
July 16 Sunday
Seems like we've been fighting a year - its such a tremendous 
relief not to hear the thunder of the big guns - we sleep late -
lounge around and rest most of the day - load after load going
back to the front - we'll probably have to go back tomorrow - 
better get to bed early and sleep while we can.
July 17 Monday
Another hot, bright day. - Breakfast over, they start calling 
names and separating the men into groups - looks like we 
might load up most anytime - noon - better shave and clean 
up a little before we go - may be our last chance - evening 
again - trucks are here - load up - back to the service com
pany - picking up the equipment we need - supper at our own 
kitchen - digging a foxhole and putting a roof on it - "Bed 
check Charley" has been coming around nearly every night - 
no vehicles going up to the front tonight so we stay here.
July 18 Tuesday
Up at daylight - the trucks take us to the motor pool - Arch 
and I take charge of a big bunch of replacements for L Company - they look scared - out on the road - we march to the Battalion 
Headquarters area - dig in - Arch and I take charge of two 
abandoned German holes - there's been a terrible battle here - 
the ground looks kinda familiar - its the same hill where we
had the big fight last Friday - De Garmo wants us to go up
on the hill and carry down some abandoned equipment - same 
place all right, there's my old fox hole - the place is a
horrible sight - broken rifles, field glasses, a 536 radio -
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trees ripped to pieces - dead men lying in the holes we so 
recently occupied - two of them in the same hole I was in 
last Saturday morning - bayonets jammed in the ground with 
helmets hanging on their rifle butts - they really gave this 
place a terrible pounding after we left here - lets go on up 
the hill and see if my rifle and ammunition bag is still 
there - there's Scotty - they haven't picked up their bodies 
yet - Charley laid him down and covered him with his raincoat 
when he went down to get his watch - Tahany and Neill still 
there too - their bodies black and so bloated that they're 
unrecognizable - not a pretty sight - warily we peer over the 
hedge row - the rifle is gone but the ammo bag is still there - 
guess its safe now - over the hedge row - there's my shaving 
kit and socks - that's all I want - lets get out of here 
Arch - back down the hill - get ready to move - out on the 
road - a big 2J£ ton. truck still smoking by the roadside - 
hit a mine this morning - five or six burned out American 
tanks on a little road down in the valley - a German 88 
mounted in an old church steeple was responsible for that - 
marching through Pont Hebert - a little town literally blown 
off the map - nothing living here - We find Bn. Hq. about two 
miles beyond the town - back to the company about sundown, dig 
in for the night. Lt. Maimed in charge of the company.
July 19 Wednesday
We're not too close to the Germans right, now, so we have a 
fair nights sleep - the company had encountered little opposition in moving forward from Purple Heart Hill, the morning 
is spent in writing letters, cleaning rifles etc. - Edd goes 
to the hospital with infection in his leg - we move out this 
afternoon to relieve the 2nd Bn. - it grows late - we may not 
move - on the road, lets go! After marching three or four 
miles we reach the 2nd - nearly dark - we take over F company's position - everything seems mixed up - its after mid-night 
before Bob and I get the platoon in position and bed down for 
the night - luckily we find holes already dug so that helps.
July 20 Thursday
"Bed Check Charley" came over last night, but only dropped a 
few bombs - lots of flares though - our artillery and mortars 
keep hammering at the Germans across the Vire River - we’re in 
a defensive position about 1,000 yards from the river - our 
line is mighty thin - hope they don't counter attack - during 
the day we shift position slightly and dig deeper holes - 
looks like rain - guess I'll share the guard with Koenig and 
Mikas tonight - they have a position on our right flank - dug 
in on a hillside about 25 yards from an old French barn.
July 21 Friday
Koenig calls me at 3:05 A.M. - its plenty dark but pretty 
quiet - our artillery, especially the 45's keep the Germans
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awake though - Arch stops by to talk a little while - two 
Germans just swam the river and surrendered to the 2nd 
Platoon - Arch took them to company headquarters - my two 
hours of guard finished I call Koenig and crawl in the hole 
with Mikas - starts raining steadily about daylight - glad they put a shelter half over this hole last night. Guess 
I’d better go see how the boys are getting along - all O.K. 
but getting wet and miserable - the Germans are throwing a 
few back at us now - several 88's have landed in those old 
buildings where company headquarters are located - they’ve 
been hitting that draw pretty steady too - better keep 
pretty close to a hole - the rain continues all afternoon - 
Think I’ll put a shelter half over that old well and stay 
there tonight - there all fixed up - Wham! an 88 gouges a 
deep hole in the mud less than 100 feet to my front - got 
to get out of here - up along the hedge row to Bob - "Dig 
my hole a little wider and you can stay with me" - good 
deal - we start the guard at 11:00 P.M. - Bill and I take 
turns with Groshong and Meyer.
July 22 Saturday
Everything pretty quiet during the night - a few fierce barrages from our 4.5's - a wire gang is putting up a barbed 
wire barrier in front of our positions - the Germans seldom 
ever answer our artillery at night - morning again - the rain 
is over and its warm and fair again - not much activity any
where - we shave and clean up a little with water from the 
big spring in the draw - a constant watch is maintained on the terrain to our front - the platoon runner, George Scott, 
brings rations, mail and an occasional routine message from 
Company Hq. - night again and the guard goes on as usual.
July 23 Sunday
This defensive set up is a good deal - not much to do except 
keep on the look-out - don't think the Germans will try to 
come back across the river but you can’t tell - they still 
throw an occasional 88 up that draw - the morning is pretty
quiet - over to see Koenig and Edwards at noon - the 2nd
Platoon is still stringing wire in front of our positions - out in the open in broad daylight - all bunched up - what a 
target - the Germans saw it too - a sudden barrage sends 
everyone flying for cover - plenty close but no one hit - one shell smashes a great hole in the old Frenchmans house - 
lucky it hit the roof or it would probably killed them all - 
panic stricken, they all dash out of the house carrying clothes, 
bedding, suitcases and everything else down to the little 
tenant house in the draw - Monsieur, you be killed - over to
the little house on my way back to Bill - the French call mein - the old grandmother is dying of shock - "those damn 
dirty Germans" - our artillery is paying them back though -
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another night and a sharp lookout is maintained all along 
the line.
July 24 Monday
The Germans must be moving a lot of stuff because we can 
plainly hear their horses trotting on the road to our front - 
they have to move at night on account of our Air Force - a 
sudden fierce barrage from our 4.5’s scream "Sanitater" - 
must have been a good lick that time - Minnie grins - "Count 
your personnel" - morning again - Captain Bothwell takes 
command of the company - inspects our positions - Wham! - 
an 88 smashes into the far side of the draw - too far away 
to dive for a hole - Spat! A piece of shrapnel smacks me 
in the mouth - crawling over to Bill - "Are my teeth knocked 
out?" "Can’t tell for the blood, but I don’t think so."
Better go to the aid station that stuff is bad for infection" 
down the old sunken road to the battalion aid station - getting patched up and taking a shot for tetanus - back to 
the line again - Edd comes back at the same time - everything 
pretty quiet and the day passes uneventfully.
July 25 Tuesday
Nothing to report during the hours of darkness - I'm awakened 
by the roar of planes - Bill says "Thom, you'd better get out here and see this - wave after wave of P-47's and P-51’s seem 
to be heading south over the big wooded hill to our right 
front - several big red smoke columns float lazily in the air - target markers - here comes the big boys - monstrous 
Silver flying Fortresses and Liberators in a seemingly endless procession - what a sight! the target markers are on that hill 
they must be going to blast it - Bombs Away! - we can plainly see the bombs plunging downward - the roar of the wind is like 
a distant tornado - the ground shakes until our clothes flutter 
as if we were in a storm - dirt keeps dribbling back in the 
fox holes - the Germans are throwing up a terrific barrage 
of flak - their ack - ack guns maintain a constant roar - 
they are getting some hits too - Minnie reports one of the 
leading bombers going down in flames - the black puffs of 
smoke are all around the planes - its mighty hot up there - 
still they come in wave after wave - we begin counting and finally give it up - Bob Condren runs up from the corner to 
say that he counted over 900 before he gave up - looking 
through the glasses - one of the 5-24's is smoking - it starts blazing furiously - slowly nosing downward - then 
into a violent tail spin - five parachutes open and we breath 
a sigh of relief - some of them made it anyway - the huge armada of Forts and Libs followed by squadrons of B-25's 
and P-47’s - the raid is finally finished at 12:30 - it has 
lasted over two hours - the rest of the day is uneventful, 
but we’ll remember that air show the rest of our lives -
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Thunderbolts and Mustangs continue to dive bomb targets on the 
reverse side of the hill - on your toes tonight - the 30th 
Division is shoving on forward and the Germans may try to 
break back across the river.
July 26 Wednesday
We practiced an all night alert last night, but nothing deve
loped. Groshong, Minnie, Bill and I remained at our positions 
without a wink of sleep but our watching was in vain - the 
Germans are quiet after yesterdays terrific pounding - I'd 
think they would be - we take turns at napping during the 
day - our stay here is almost over - officers and non-coms 
of the 28th Division visit our positions on a preliminary reconnaissance - they will relieve us tomorrow - our last 
night along the Vire.
July 27 Thursday
Nothing to report last night - the morning is spent in shaving 
and cleaning up while we have plenty of water from the spring - 
it's rumored we’re moving back to rest - Bob says to bring the 
Platoon over to company headquarters - kinda hate to leave this area - get it on, lets go! We join the company - Bob and 
five men are left as a skeleton holding force and also as 
guides for the men of the 28th - on the road at 2:00 P.M. - 
Kennetts rifle accidentally fires a few rounds and almost 
creates a panic - we march about four miles to our new bivouac 
area - we have to wait for mine detectors to clear the edge 
of the hedge rows before digging in - everyone nicely dug in 
before dark - the kitchen sends a hot supper - and now for a 
good nights sleep - seems so restful to be away from the blast 
of the artillery - everyone turns in early except for the usual 
routine guard detail.
July 28 Friday
Around 1:00 A.M. I am aroused by the roar of planes - they're 
not ours either! - The sky is full of flares and its as light 
as day - wish I'd dug this hole deeper - its safer on the front 
than here - Whoom! Whoom! Whoom! - they're bombing now - Everyone seems to be getting closer - must be following the road and 
we're bivouaced right against it - whew! funny how the Jerries 
always know where we are - that big parachute flare is coming down on top of me. No, it hit on the other side of the field - 
the bombs get closer and closer though - Groshong runs by 
calling for the Medics - "who's hit"? A piece of bomb frag
ment hit Bill. "Bad?" "Can't tell." The Medics run past with 
a stretcher and Bill is carried away a few minutes later - the 
flares finally die out and the German planes head for home - 
Bill was the only man they hit - morning and after a hot break
fast we sort out our duffle bags and get some clean clothes.
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Bob and I have to go to a school on hedge row tactics con
ducted by Captain Richmond and Colonel Butler - "what we should 
have done" - lasts about two hours - very irritating and un
interesting - back to the company - get ready to go right 
after dinner! - not much of a rest period I'd say - on the 
road, moving back toward the front - the road is jammed with 
armored cars, tanks and trucks as far as eye can see - we 
finally take off on a road to the left - theres been some 
big battles through here - great bomb craters along the side 
of the road - old German dugouts on the hill side - we pass 
a lot of abandoned ammunition and equipment and reach our 
bivouac area through an old sunken road around 8:00 P.M. - 
dig in as usual - some of the boys are lucky and grab holes 
that were dug by some other outfit - Bob and I aren't so lucky - we have to dig in hard ground next to an old dead cow - another good hot supper - we finish digging just before 
dark - send a detail to Bn, Hq, to pick up some 10 in 1 rations - split them up - keep the breakfast and dinner and 
send the supper back - pitch dark, fumbling around trying to 
get job done - sweating and swearing plenty - hit your holes, here comes that damn bed check Charley! - one plane so close 
you could have hit it with a rock - more flares and more bombs - 
again my hole seems too shallow and I reach out and pull my 
full pack down on my back - might help a little - they finally 
leave after our own ack-ack opens up on them - they're almost 
as terrifying as the Luftwaffe though - chunks of flak falling 
everywhere - the raid over, Brown, Edd, Koenig and I finish 
dividing the rations and wearily crawl back in our hole - 
must be nearly 1:00 A.M. again - what a life!
July 29 Saturday
Very little sleep before we're roused out at 4:30 to move on - 
back on the old sunken road in formation at daylight and we 
move back almost to the main road - we're held up for awhile - 
finally march down the road about two miles further to the 
Battalion assembly area - through an old French courtyard to 
a little wheat field which is our area for the company - 
raining a little now - everyone dashes back to the old 
buildings to pick up tin, boards, and anything that will 
serve as a roof for a slit trench - Bob and I dig a hole 
together near the corner of the field - hardest ground I 
ever saw - too tired to finish the hole, we finally quit - 
we'll dig some more before night though - a few winks of sleep in a hole with Bald Knob - 4:00 P.M. - get ready to 
move - "where are we going now?" "Don’t know" another three 
or four weary miles through a little artillery shattered town to another bivouac area - engineers, anti-aircraft, armor, 
artillery - everything seems to be moving up - a nice little 
grassy field for the Platoon Area - too close to the road though - J.P. covers a dead Jerry when digging his slit 
trench - Bob and I dig another hole - we're lucky for once -
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we find one partly dug and only have to widen and deepen it - 
Bob gets an old gate made of heavy boards - we make a nice 
roof over our little dug out and cover it heavily with dirt 
and sod - a bale of straw completes our bed and we go to sleep 
in comfort and security - the first we’ve had for a long time - 
Sure enough - old bed check wakes us up around 11:30 P.M. - 
doesn’t stay long though and none of the bombs come very close.
July 30 Sunday
Up late after the best nights sleep in a long time - Captain 
Stephens was wounded in last nights bombing raid - direct hit 
on the roof of his fox hole - only a heavy log roof saved him 
from death - the morning is quiet and peaceful, truly a Sunday - 
nearly everyone is busy shaving, cleaning up or writing letters - 
church services are held at the motor pool - rations for a full day are issued at noon - something must be up - a sudden raid 
by German reconnaissance planes sends everyone scurrying for 
his hole - get ready to move! - on the road at the rear of the 
Battalion by 5:00 P.M. - a march of three miles or so along a 
wreckage strewn road brings us to our bivouac area for the 
night - there’s been a desperate battle here - broken, bloody rifles, helmets and other equipment scattered everywhere - 
its rumored that the 134th went through here yesterday - our 
Platoon area is in a little orchard - after getting the Platoon 
in position along the hedge rows, Bob and I start enlarging a 
hole in the center of the little orchard - a big piece of tin 
makes a nice roof - heavily covered with dirt, our nest looks like a little cave - we finish just at dark and then have a 
K ration for supper - Bob is called over to the C.P. - replace
ments are coming in - we only draw two or three - Mitch passes 
by with his new men - "Guess we’re going up to relieve the 
134th in the morning" he says, "I’m glad of it because I'm 
tired of this laying around." - I didn't share his views or 
optimism and mid-night found me up and anxiously awaiting 
Bob’s return.
July 31 Monday
Bob finally came back with the order at 1:30 and we crawl into our hole for a couple of hours sleep - God only knows what 
morning will bring - after practically no sleep we roll out 
at 4:00 o’clock and start waking the Platoon - everyone is tense 
and scared again as Bob gives the attack order - the company is 
lined up and ready to go before day light - a few of the men are 
munching K rations - we move out at 6:00 A.M. down an old sunken road - this country has really been bombed - big craters every
where - through another shattered, deserted little town - a big 
German tank stands along the street - mostly burnt out, its long 
nosed 88 will cause us no more trouble - several of our own 
Shermans rumble between the columns of infantry - they make 
a lot of dust but we're glad to see them - across another railroad track - the column moves slowly ahead - up a long hill -
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dead, bloated Germans by the roadside - an entire human leg 
is completely separated from the nearest body - dead horses, 
wrecked wagons, deserted equipment - our boys sure gave them 
a beating here - they lost plenty themselves, though - at the 
top of the hill we can see a good sized town to the north 
west - St. Lo - what's left of it - the column stops - I 
company has hit the enemy! - the aid station is set up in 
an old barn by the roadside - the Medics begin hauling in 
the wounded - everyone is quiet and looks sick - Bob says - 
"they've sent our first Platoon over on the right to clean 
out a few snipers thats been holding us up" - casualties 
from I company keep drifting back - we move on forward a 
few hundred yards - C. Smith brings four prisoners down the 
road - "they got Hughbanks" "right in the back of the head." 
Richard Sinnett cracks up and goes to the rear - A sudden rumor 
comes back - "They've cut off the whole first Platoorf - the 
Colonel sends L Company up the same road the First had taken - 
"maybe we can get through to them" - inching down the road 
yard by yard - Koenig has a patrol in the woods to our left - an occasional shot from a sniper - can't see a thing - heavy 
woods on the left - the Vire River in a grassy valley to our right - we meet Charley Morris and a few men from the First 
Platoon - "we managed to break back through" - "some 
of them swam the river and reached the 30th Division" - 
they killed Hughbanks, Jerde and one of the new men" - 
we keep cautiously advancing, hedge row by hedge row - 
our artillery observer directs fire on a group of old 
buildings to our left front - no opposition except for the 
occasional sniper fire - a short round from M Company's 
81's cause two or three light casualties, Belt Jr. and 
Dearth - its getting pretty late - we'd better stop for 
the night - the company is already in a good defensive 
position - scattered along the hedge row and up to the crest 
of the hill - keeping a sharp look out to the front - Bob,
Arch, Hupp and the Captain make a reconnaissance up the hill - 
Burrr - a sudden burst from a "Burp Gun" - "Medics!" - wonder
who got hit - here comes Arch down the hill, blood all over
and holding his left arm - "Thom, the sons of bitches finally 
got me" - Sneed, M company's Medic comes running - cutting 
Arch's shirt off - "holler all you want to" four bullet holes in his arm - one smashed his shovel handle too - pretty close - 
all bandaged up he starts for the aid station with Shelley 
helping him. - "Hupp got the sniper that hit Arch" - back up 
on the hill - the Captain and Bob have the all around defense 
set up - Third Platoon in here - a little open field on top 
of the hill - Edd- put your squad along that hedge - dig in - 
everything quiet and everyone busy digging - I started a hole
for Bob and I on the opposite side of the little field - lets
dig in on the other side of the hedge row says Bob "O.K." - we 
jump over the hedge and scarcely dig a lick when all hell breaks 
loose - machine guns, burp guns, mortars all firing through an 
open space at Edd's men - Medics! - that terrifying cry again -
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sounds like J.P. - God! they must have hit the whole squad - 
Bob says he can't contact Edd - burst after burst from the 
German machine guns - 50mm, mortars cracking all around us - 
we crouch against the hedge - my rifle is on the other side 
with my other equipment by my first hole - what a smart trick - 
can't get it now though - the firing dies down after a brisk 
exchange of shots from our own M.G.'s and B.A.R.’s - neither 
side can see the other - Its Sorenson who was hit! - Bad, 
too because he's screaming for help - "Red", the little Medic 
crawls across the field to patch him up - "hit five times" - 
we can't get out there to carry him out - the rest of the 
squad is O.K. but pinned flat - another flurry of machine gun 
fire causes Sorenson to scream again - "Red goes out again and 
after patching him up, starts dragging him across the field - 
by super human effort he gets him across the hedge and we 
carry him to the doubtful safety of the hedge where Leo's 
squad is holding - Sorenson says "they shot me again" - 
eight or nine bullet holes in him now - not much chance I'm 
afraid - the company is in a state of panic - we start to fall 
back - that won't do any good - lets get back up there and 
hold - everyone settles down and starts digging in - Brown,
Edd and Hupp make a short reconnaissance - Brown sees some 
American uniforms - "What outfit?" "Handi Hock!" Lets go!
They dive over a hedge row just in time to escape a blast 
from a machine gun - a mad dash back to our positions - bullets 
chase them all the way - no one hit - pretty lucky - Dark - 
Neckritz and I go back down to the road and bring up a box 
of rations and a can of water - the Germans keep sending flares 
up - we have to keep low and close to the hedge - another all night alert is ahead of us.
August 1 Tuesday
After getting the rations divided around 1:00 A.M. I relieve 
Bob at our guard post - he crawls in the hole to take a cat 
nap - imaginary Germans crawling across the field - got to 
keep awake and be on the alert - Bob takes over at 4:00 A.M. 
and I manage to get a few winks of sleep before daybreak - 
we are to continue the attack at 5:30 - the litter bearers 
failed to come up during the night and Sorenson is still 
lying by the hedge row - pale and weak but still alive - a 
miracle - everything quiet as we prepare to move out - the 
litter bearers finally arrive and Sorenson is taken away - 
move out! - the scouts move cautiously from one hedge row to 
the next - no resistance yet - be on the look out on all sides - 
a sudden change of orders is sent up from the rear by Lt.
Maimed - withdraw back to the road - form a column of two’s 
and march back to the main road - "What's up?" "can't tell" - 
everyone looks relieved and almost happy - talking and joking 
as we march along - "the Germans have withdrawn - I company is leading the Battalion again - supported by six tanks - 
everything looks a lot brighter - a sudden barrage of artil
lery to the front - Oh! Oh! - the column stops - the tanks
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are moving back to rear through our lines - "L company take 
the point" - "I company is pinned down" Third Platoon forward 
as usual - we move on down the road - "its suicide" Every
one scared and sick looking again - what change from an hour 
ago - here it comes! hit it! - we flatten out next to the 
hedge rows on the sides of the road - theres no ditches for 
protection - Wham! Wham! Wham! - a hail of 88’s plows the 
road to our front and the fields all around - part of the 
company takes off to the rear - George Guzowski and I are 
the leading ones now - "they are firing from that hill and 
can see every move we make" - "we’ve got to get out of here" - 
George and I make a dash for the opposite side of the road - 
flinging ourselves to the ground as an 88 smashes into the 
earth about 20 feet on the other side of the little hedge - 
almost blasts us off the ground - our ears are nearly ruined 
by the terrific concussion - "George?" "I'm all right, Thom" - 
we dash back to the rear along the edge of the road and find 
the company scattered along a hedge row several hundred yards 
from the front - "dig in and hold" - nearly everyone too tired 
to dig - a few fall asleep leaning against the hedge row - 
noon - we're going to try it again at 5:00 o'clock - a sudden 
shot "Line shot himself in the foot" - we start moving out in 
a long, thin single file - we follow the second Platoon - 
winding around little patches of woods and little fields of 
wheat - "Nuzzi" shoots his foot" - Smith and Johnson crack up and go to the rear - finally we are down in a little valley - sniper fire is causing us trouble by now - everyone sneaks 
along as low as possible - some of those bullets are getting 
close - we pass a patrol from E company - we have to crawl 
now to keep below the snipers fire - got to make it to the creek at the bottom of that big hill - a fast dash across 
open ground - "we made it" - we get down in the creek - 
heavy woods all around us - at least we're in some cover - just got here in time too - a tremendous barrage of artillery 
and mortar fire rakes the little valley we just came through - 
some of our tanks are moving up on the road we were on this 
morning - "they're catching hell too" - 'too bad for the in
fantry that was marching along beside them" - most of the 
company is crouching among the trees on the hill above us - 
we keep working on up the hill - "We've got to reach the 
top" - machine gun and sniper fire is heavy now - the First 
Platoon is having a pitched battle with some machine guns 
located in an orchard to their front - we reach the top of 
the hill and scatter out along a hedge - "they've really 
got us pinned down" - a hail of bullets cut limbs from the 
trees just over our heads - "keep low" - some mortar fire 
landing close now - a little 50 hits the ground about 10 
feet from Morgans - a rock smacks him in the shoulder - "not 
hurt much" - only a few men hit in the First Platoon so far - 
sundown and the fire dies away - the Captain, Bob and Hupp 
plan the defense for the night - Koenigs squad and myself are 
elected to clear the old Frenchmans place on our right - 
cautiously sneaking from building to building - carefully
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looking every one of them over for a possible lurking sniper - 
one building is burning - the German artillery did that - our 
search completed we return to the company and report "all clear" - 
the all around defense is set up and everyone starts digging in - 
everything pretty quiet except for an occasional sniper shot - 
Hupp fires a few rounds from one of his "heavies" - instantly 
answered by a return burst from the German machine guns - nobody 
hurt - almost dark and Bob and I prepare to spend the night in 
a couple of nice dug outs that the Germans had dug - saved us 
a lot of work - We've got a good defense, maybe we can get a 
couple of hours sleep - we improve the roofs of the dug outs 
a little and get ready to crawl in - better eat a K ration 
first - its 11:30 lets turn in - a sudden rumor flashes around "we’re moving out" - sure enough heres the runner with 
the order - be ready to go in 15 minutes - "I'll be damned!"
August 2 Wednesday
"What's the idea?" - the artillery is going to blast the hill 
at 12:30 - "we haven't got much time" - dashing madly around 
to tell the squad leaders - the company forms quickly and 
quietly - single file back down the hill across the creek - the column halts long enough to pick up our rations - the 
artillery throws a few rounds on the hill top - not much of 
a barrage though - the column moves on - following the creek 
to the road - under the bridge - into a dark muddy sunken 
road - we can scarcely see the next man ahead its so dark - 
we have to step over a dead American with his arms up raised - 
wish we'd get out of here - finally back out in the open - 
"turn around and go back" - re-tracing our steps until we 
reach our starting point at the bottom of the big hill "there's 
only a few of us here" - "what happened?" - "guess the column 
halted and they failed to pass the signals up" - "lets get out 
of here before the Germans get us" - "back to the sunken road 
once more" "we meet Chief and Huddleston" - "we were sent back 
to find you" they guide us back to the company's position - 
Brown explains the situation - "no digging we've got to keep 
quiet" - the Germans are probably all around us - trying to 
stay awake - everyone dog tired - huddled together the majo
rity of the company is sleeping - "What a mixed up mess" - 
"Can't keep awake a minute longer" - Edd and I crawl under our raincoats for a cat nap - the Captain is waking everyone - we 
move out at daylight - "lets go!" - again we advance - hedge row by hedge row - expecting trouble every minute - no re
sistance, they must have pulled back again - searching a little French village - everyone out to see us - "Bocke 
departs" - "Went through here early this morning."
August 2 Wednesday
Groshong and I go through an old building that has blood all 
over the floor - looks like we must have hit some of the 
Jerries - the whole battalion forms and we start on out of 
town on the road - everything quiet - one wounded German
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gives up - he has a machine gun too - Koenig and Meyer talk 
to him - the column halts for awhile and then starts winding 
down the hill into a little valley - General Seebree is with 
Colonel Butler - we leave the main road and start climbing 
back up a tremendous hill - the pace is terrific - panting 
and sweating we finally reach the top - take a break - a 
high ridge far to the west is said to be our objective - 
back on the road again, we go back down into another valley - 
some of our tanks are going through a little town down by the 
river - the column makes a wrong turn and we have to retrace 
a lot of weary steps - everyone is out of water - nothing to 
eat for over 24 hours - we pass by a bunch of smiling French 
who assured us that there are no Germans near - we wade across 
a small river - the water sure feels good to our hot feet - we 
are now following the 2nd Platoon - suddenly a sharp, heavy 
barrage of machine gun fire "that’s theirs too" - everyone 
hits the nearest ditch - plenty of sniper fire around from 
all directions too - pinned down - Talley comes back from 
the head of the column with a shattered arm - got him at close range - a sniper hits Shelly in the leg - he’s still able to 
limp back to the aid station - patrols are sent out to flank 
the machine guns - not able to accomplish their mission - Bob 
says the Third Platoon is going to try to get around to their 
flank - we sneak along the hedge - almost open fire on the 
First Platoon - didn't know they were there - we can't get to the machine guns from here - we scatter out along a good 
hedge row and take cover - a few men at a time take canteens 
down to an old pump in the draw, at least we've got enough 
water even if we have no rations - the colonel orders a con
tinuation of the attack just at dark - a town is blazing off 
to our right - our artillery keeps up a steady barrage - 
some of it falls short - much too short - cries from the head 
of the column - "lift the artillery" - "its falling right in 
us" - a near panic develops - some men break and start run
ning to the rear - the artillery stops and everyone gets back 
in position - several men were hit before the artillery lifted - 
the BAR's are sent forward but soon return - pitch dark now - a red glow from the burning village - we slowly creep forward 
to the road - we've been following I company - they stop and 
again its "L" company "take the point" - the captain again 
orders Bob to send the Third Platoon forward - seems like 
we're out in front every damn time. The Second Platoon has 
already sent two patrols nearly to the town and West reports 
the town is full of Germans - Gibson barely beats a Jerry to 
the draw - saw him just as he raised his gun - they had to get out - things were getting too hot - Bob goes out on a 
short reconnaissance - two files of tired, weary men crouch
ing in the ditches awaiting his return - the Germans fire a 
few flares and we have to freeze in position - a dangerous 
place to be - Bob comes back - "it's rank suicide and I won't 
put my men in there" - the Captain says "We've got to secure 
that town by 2:30 A.M. - its an order, move out!"
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Mid-night finds the situation the same - Bob refuses to obey 
the order and all the Platoon backs him up - "lets get out 
of here before they discover our position" - All organization 
is lost when a few men start to the rear - everyone is confused 
and lost and the withdrawal almost becomes a mad rout - Captain 
Richmond and some more of the officers and non-coms try to 
maintain order - we drop back nearly a half mile - "take up 
positions here" - everything is a mess but we finally get the 
Third Platoon rounded up - no one digs in and everyone is 
asleep as soon as they hit the ground - the Colonel sends 
for Bob "it means a court martial if I don't obey the order" - 
if I can get some rations and water for the men and a few hours 
rest, I might try it - the Colonel concedes to his demands - in 
the meantime the Captain calls a meeting of all non-coms - only 
about ten can be located - he explains the situation - "will 
you or wont you obey the order to attack" - "it means a court 
martial if you refuse" "damn the court martial, we're thinking 
of our lives and its a suicide mission" - the captain takes 
our names - Brown says "if the men will volunteer to go,
I'll go but not otherwise" - we all voice the same opinion - Bob returns and tells of his deal with the Colonel - "We 
shove off at 5:00 A.M." - its 2:30 now, so we have about two 
hours to sleep and rest" - the rations and water come up - we 
manage to get them passed around - leaning against the hedge - 
sound asleep - time to go! - seems only a few minutes since I 
laid down - Lt. Dykman has to be sent back to the aid station - 
suffering from shock and exhaustion - move out again we start 
for the little town - our artillery has pounded it continually 
and viciously all night long - one thunderous barrage after 
another - the Captain says that sixteen concentrations were 
poured on it - the third Squad takes the point - Minnie is the 
lead man - Bob stays with them - I follow closely at the head 
of Edds squad - slowly and cautiously we enter the town - not 
a sound except for crackle of the numerous fires still burning 
in the shattered buildings - "the artillery certainly wrecked 
this place" - "never saw such a scary place" - not a shot is 
fired as we move through in the half darkness - a sigh of re
lief when we reach the other side - "guess they've pulled out 
again" - a mile or two down the road we reach our objective - 
an old Frenchmans place where the Battalion is to assemble - 
we move up on the hillside and scatter out along the hedge 
rows - "better search those buildings for snipers - Koenig's 
squad is selected for the job - they move out on their mis
sion - Koenig spots a horse and wagon by one of the buildings -he and Mickey open the door to the house - it's dark inside the
room - a Frenchman stands by the table - a sudden movement in 
the corner - "Shoot him, Herman" - Mickey opens up with the 
B.A.R. - the battle is soon over - the score - 1 dead German,
1 wounded and 1 prisoner - a pistol shot nicked Mickey in the
leg. Against his wishes he is sent back to the Aid Station -
"Cloudy" takes the B.A.R. - "buildings all clear" - we wait an

August 3 Thursday
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hour or so for the Battalion to pass by - "For a wonder 
we're in reserves" 'I' company takes the lead and we con
tinue on down the road - no resistance for the remainder 
of the morning except for a few scattered snipers shots - 
we take a short rest - suddenly a German jeep pops over the 
hill and is nearly through our column before being noticed - 
Minnie and Cloudy holler "Hande Hoch" - the jeep slides to a 
stop and a First Sergeant and a corporal jump out with their 
hands over their heads - Bob disarms them - "the Third Squad 
is really on the ball this morning" - Bob hops in the Jeep 
and takes it to Bn. Hq. - the head of the column is meeting 
resistance again - artillery is hitting all around us now - 
we halt and commence digging in the ditches - Brown goes on 
patrol and runs into some Jerries in a sunken road - he escapes without being detected - we hold our positions in 
the ditches - luckily, no one is hit by the intermittent 
barrages of 88's the Germans send over - it starts raining 
around 4:00 P.M. - Bob calls the non-coms up to Bn. Hq. to 
orient them and give them the order of attack - "our artil
lery lays down a heavy barrage at 5:45 and we attack at 6:00 
o'clock' - "the Third Platoon leads out again" it’s raining 
steadily as we move off - we cross three hedge rows and the 
Jerries pin us with machine guns - can't even stick our heads up - Brown fires several rifle grenades, finally we stick our 
rifles and BAR’s over the hedge row and fire a thunderous 
barrage at the next hedge row - it's ineffective though be
cause we can't see them - Lt. Miller starts through a gate 
with a machine gun squad - a vicious burst from the M.G.'s 
gets Miller and two of the men - no one killed but Miller's 
leg is nearly shot off - he smiles and shouts "Good Luck" 
as he's carried away - Roslawski takes Condrerfs BAR and 
tries to fire left-handed through the gate - it refuses to 
work - "Bob, you can stick this BAR in your ass" - everyone 
grins - the Germans give us a vicious barrage of 88's - 
most of them land in the fields behind us - no one hit - 
we start digging in - pretty crowded but we can't move - 
Bob, Condren and I dig together - everyone pretty well 
situated by dark - "get all the sleep you can" - we 
organize the guard for the night and crawl in the hole.
August 4 Friday
The night passes quickly and Bald Knob calls me at 3:00 A.M. 
for my turn of guard - the rain has stopped and everything's quiet - our 60's are still firing an occasional round and 
the Captain asks me to tell them to "Cease Fire" - nothing 
to report during my hour of guard and I go back to bed - 
up at 6:00 o'clock to find the situation all changed - our 
reconnaissance patrols report that the Germans have pulled 
out and the Captain and Bob have already been down in the 
little town 500 yards to our front - a terrific explosion 
on the road - a headquarters Jeep hit a mine and was blown
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sky high - more explosions as the mine detectors spot the 
mines and then blow them up - plenty of rations and water 
this morning so everything looks much brighter - around 
8:00 A.M. the company forms and we move slowly and carefully 
into town - "this place is a wreck too" - we scatter out in 
an orchard - German fox holes and dug outs everywhere - "We 
may stay here quite a while" "good deal" - watch out for 
mines and booby traps - as usual, we’re moving out - only 
a short march to a new bivouac area - we reach our assigned 
areas and commence digging in - the Third Platoon is given 
an entire field - a squad along each side - Bob and I dig 
together as usual - we make a roof of bundles of small tree 
limbs - pretty good home - "if I had some water, I'd shave 
and clean up" - Brown and I start out on a reconnaissance - 
up to a couple of French houses about a half a mile away - 
"completely deserted" - Lee and I cautiously move from room 
to room in the house "dirty dishes on the kitchen table" - 
"They didn't leave here long ago" - we search all the 
buildings - "no Germans here now" - we take a make shift 
bath at the big open well - we pick up three big buckets 
and take them back full of water for the platoon - shaving, 
cleaning up and letter writing occupy the rest of the after
noon and we are in our holes before its good and dark.
August 5 Saturday
Not much excitement during the night - the Germans came over as usual around midnight, but didn't drop any bombs or flares 
up at daylight - nothing much to do - get a list of all 
shortages - we may be here a day or two - "hope so, this 
is a pretty nice spot" - no such luck we're moving out - 
going back to another so called "rest area" - we march five 
or six miles - plenty hot too - we enter our new bivouac 
area - a nice little field, but will have to get busy dig
ging in - Bob and I go up to a nearby farm and carry back 
a big load of planks and boards to make a roof - about half 
dug in - no hurry, its early in the afternoon - "better slow 
up on the digging, we may not stay here tonight" "What’s 
up?" "Don't know but it sounds like a truck movement" - 
"nothing definite" - we finally get the order - we're to 
load on trucks around 10:00 P.M. - marching over to the 
motor pool - the trucks are already spotted - we wait for 
quite a time - dividing into truck groups - load up! - we 
sit in the trucks an hour or more - midnight finds us still waiting to get started.
August 6 Sunday
Its nearly 1:00 A.M. - unload and go back to your area, the 
moving order has been cancelled - back to our half dug hole we do a little more digging - "that's good enough" - we put a couple of old doors over it for a roof and crawl in - no 
further excitement during the night - we sleep late - its
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Sunday - a beautiful, quiet morning - the Chaplain holds 
church services and communion under a near by tree - "first 
time I ever attended church with a .45 in my pocket - 
everyone tries to get more rest and sleep - a few write 
letters - we're moving out again! back over to the trucks - 
this time we actually get started around 5:00 P.M. - the 
road is good and the trucks keep a general southwesterly 
direction - everywhere is a scene of desolation - dead 
livestock, smashed wagons and trucks, ruined towns - broken 
bridges - the awful price of war - its almost dark - we seem 
to make a left turn and head northeast - we were supposed to 
go to Rennes but can't tell now - we're going the opposite 
way - the trucks are all blacked out and the convoy has to 
slow down to a snails pace - midnight finds us still crawl
ing along and everyone is trying to get a few winks of sleep.
August 7 Monday
Around 1:00 A.M. - a sudden raid by the Luftwaffe - "they're 
bombing the head of the column" - the trucks halt and every
one makes a made scramble to get off the road - the sky is 
full of flares - the whistling scream of the bombs as they 
plunge earthward - the thunderous crash of the explosion - 
"must be using big ones" - a fire breaks out in the little village a half mile ahead - the raid is soon over and the 
Jerries head for home - back on the trucks - we move slowly 
onward again - none of the trucks was hit - everyone tired and sleepy when we finally reach our bivouac area 4:00 A.M. - the platoon is deployed in a little hay field - Bob and I dig 
a shallow hole - fill it with hay and are soon asleep - a 
light rain soon ceases and we sleep soundly until after sun
up - 10 in 1 rations for breakfast - a nice creek flows through 
the little meadow below us - Bob and Lee, Chief and I vow we'll 
take a bath if we have time - guess we'll take a chance - down 
to the creek and off with our clothes - our first real bath since we left England - we do a little laundry work also - 
everything quiet in the company area when we return - ’We have 
some time this afternoon" - back on the trucks about 3:00 P.M. 
a pleasant little ride of two hours or so - the convoy parks 
in a grassy meadow just off the road - we march over to our 
area for the night - 500 yards away - we take our assigned 
areas along a heavy woods - dig in - Bob and I take advantage 
of a little ditch at the edge of the trees. 10 in 1 for 
supper - tastes mighty good compared to K rations - we 
organize the defense and guard for the night - to bed early.
August 8 Tuesday
The runners call us early "we're moving on again" - back to 
the trucks once more - on the road a little after sun up - 
another ride of two or three hours - we pull into another 
area - Wilkins and Moore guide us to our platoon area - dig 
in, we may stay here tonight - the digging is easy so I make
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our hole plenty deep - Bob and I always sleep together anymore - 
the balance of the afternoon is occupied by shaving, cleaning 
up and writing letters, Norred goes to the aid station suffer
ing from boils - everyone seems to be in high spirits - "this 
is the kind of fighting we like" - the kitchen arrives in time 
to give us a hot supper - "pick up your rations" - "OH! OH! 
that doesn’t sound too good" - nothing new by dark though, so 
we crawl in our hole.
August 9 Wednesday
The loose dirt keeps dribbling down on us from the sides of the 
hole - Bob finally says "I can’t stand it any longer" "I’m 
going to get out" - we barely get to sleep when George Scott comes around - "get ready to go!""we're moving out at 4:00 A.M." 
"What's up!" "Don't know but it looks like an attack" - we 
awaken everyone and a short time later we join the company 
over at the motor pool - we have to wait for over an hour 
before we load - it's broad daylight when we finally pull out 
on the road - a short ride of ten miles or so - de-truck! we're 
here - we move into our assigned areas and immediately start 
digging in - the Captain calls for all Platoon leaders - 
"something's up"! Bob returns with the order - "1st and 2nd 
Bn. are moving forward to take an objective near ’Barrenton' - 
the 3rd Bn. is to fill a gap between the 320th and the 134th"
"we attack at 9:00 o'clock and as usual the Third Platoon 
heads the attack" - again that sick, scared feeling seizes 
everyone - Sinnitt and Smith beg to be sent to the rear - 
Bob lets Smith go - we pick up more ammunition and grenades 
"may need 'em" - move out! - parallel to a little road - 
Koenigb and Brown's squad forward - Edds squad in support - 
advancing cautiously from hedge row to hedge row - Huddleston 
and Edwards on the right flank for security - not a thing to 
be seen or heard - we go through a French farmer’s place - 
several people watch us curiously - they seem to think the Germans aren't far ahead - we reach a small river and the 
Third has barely waded across when the first shot is fired - 
a hail of bullets strike the little river - the firing comes from a hill to our right - lots of sniper fire coming from 
all directions too - "the battle is on again" - we take 
cover along a high bank - no one hit yet - I wade the river 
again to contact the Second Platoon - the Germans fire sev
eral vicious machine gun bursts through the hedge just over 
our heads - a patrol from the 134th comes down to contact our left flank - back across the creek again - we study the 
field to our front through the glasses - no sign of any 
action but our mortars are pounding that old house - maybe 
some of the firing is coming from that - the Second Platoon 
makes a flanking move to the right but encounters no opposi
tion so they return to their original position - the firing 
dies completely away - the direction of attack is changed 
and we turn to the left along the river bank - "single file 
keep lots of interval" - the 3rd Platoon is on the left,
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the 2nd on the right of the river, advancing slowly, halting 
frequently as the scouts explore the terrain ahead - Bob 
sends Koenigs squad to reconnoiter a high, wooded hill to 
our left - "nothing there" - the column finally halts and 
after an hour or so - "I" company takes the lead and Lt.
Davy and his platoon start filing along a little creek that 
joins the river at this point - a terrific fight is going on in the woods on the north - Brown takes a patrol to investi
gate - he returns and says that six of our TD's are dueling 
with two Tiger tanks - they’ve managed to get one of the 
Tigers, but three of the TD’s were knocked out - they’re still trying to get the other Tiger - we start following 
•I* company - single file along the little creek - "double 
time across the road" - a burned out tank on the road a few 
hundred yards away - a dead American sprawls face down on 
the opposite side of the road - a broken bazooka lies near 
by - he hasn’t been dead long - we later learn that it was the last man in Lt. Davy's platoon - on and on, following the 
little creek - occasional shots from snipers now - we leave 
the creek and start winding up a big hill - we have to keep 
down all the time because we're out in the open now - the 
column stops - everyone is impatient to get to some kind of 
cover - a big fire with lots of black smoke is coming from 
the woods where the TD’s were - there is a constant crackle 
of exploding ammunition - "guess they got the other Tiger, 
all right" - constant fire from the snipers to our front - 
Roslawski and I crawl up the bank and try to spot them - 
can't see a thing - Rosy fires a few shots and is instantly 
answered by a burst of M.G. fire - "they can see us all right" - we slide back down the bank - the column reaches the 
top of the hill - we hold the high ground now - areas are 
assigned and the company moves into position to set up an all 
around defense - some outfit has been here ahead of us - fox
holes line the hedge rows - Bob and I take possession of one 
at the corner of our little field - there's been a terrible battle here - broken and abandoned equipment lying around - 
both American and German - a dead American lies by the foxhole 
next to ours - a broken rifle lies by his outstretched hand - 
Bob and Hupp carry him over to the next field - Bob and Edwards 
carry a load of planks while I dig some more on our hole - they 
report a dead German a little way down the trail - we fix a roof over the hole - have to keep low all the time - those 
snipers are shooting to kill - dark finally causes the snipers 
to cease fire - midnight finds me waiting for the return of 
the ration detail.
August 10 Thursday
I wait until nearly 1:00 A.M. for the ration detail - guess 
things have been held up - everything quiet, so I crawl in 
with Bob - up at daylight - "get ready to move out!" - we 
divide the rations and put our equipment on - we start to 
move out - a terrific artillery barrage hits us - get back 
to your holes! - its a good thing we hadn't moved only a few
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feet - a couple of men hit - not bad though - they start back 
to the aid station - three or four 88’s smash into our little field - cuts all the communication wire - again we start out - 
again we are forced back to our holes by the German's artil
lery - it's nearly noon before they completely cease fire - 
the company forms and we move forward slowly and cautiously - 
"I" company still ahead of us - little half dug holes line 
the hedge rows - the artillery wounds a bunch of men from 
"I" company - a dead American with a bunch of scattered 
equipment lies by the trail - we bypass "I" company and cross 
a little side road - our tanks are moving steadily up the road 
infantry riding them too - men of the 320th - this is a bad 
place to be - a good target for their artillery - there it 
comes! Cloudy Harris and I dive for a hole - we crouch in the hole together as thunderous barrage follows thunderous 
barrage - Cloudy says "Oh Boy! - looks like this is the end" - 
Morgans and Mikas had gone to a nearby farm house for water - 
"here they come, both wounded - Morgans badly hit in the arm - 
Mikas had a number of smaller wounds - after getting patched 
up they started for the aid station - Morgan has lost a lot 
of blood - he looks white and sick - maybe he will make it 
though - the artillery sure stopped the tanks too - a wounded 
tanker gets back to our lines - he says that the first six 
tanks were knocked out - the tanks are in reverse now - 
moving slowly to the rear - the Jerries cease fire - we 
crawl out of the holes - moving on forward - we reach another 
road - the same one we crossed yesterday afternoon - down in 
the ditches - crawling on forward, the big grove of towering 
pines - we dodge through a gate and enter a sort of park - 
looks like some rich man's estate - several massive stone 
buildings are scattered through the grounds - a hay stack is 
burning a short distance to our front - we deploy among the giant trees - everything is quiet for an hour or so - suddenly a hail of 88*s and mortars crack down through the trees - 
"better get out of here" - we move on down a little hill - 
following an abandoned road - the heavily wooded hill looks 
out over a little open meadow with a small creek in the 
middle - heavy woods on the other side of the meadow - "I" company is over there - the Captain orders Bob to put one 
squad along the creek - keep the rest of the platoon in the 
woods - a furious mortar barrage smashes into the trees 75 
yards to our front - "Cloudy" is hit in the arm - he drops 
the BAR and takes off to the rear - another good man gone - 
Koenig only has four men left - Condren and Brown open up on the Jerry mortar crew - spotted them behind a hedge - 500 
yards away - another vicious barrage - tree bursts fling 
branches in every direction - Bob falls - "I’m hit" - a 
piece of shapnel has gone completely through the calf of 
his leg - I crawl over to him and start cutting his legging 
and pant leg off - "must have broken the bone" "I can't move 
my leg" - the Medics are close by and they soon have him 
bandaged up - the litter bearers carry him away - everyone 
hates to see him go - "a damn good officer" - the Captain
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calls me - "Thom, you’ll have to carry on" - he shows me a 
map - explains the situation - the order of attack - "still 
the same" "Third Platoon leads it" "our objective is about 
500 yards ahead" - we get ready to go - Koenig is going over 
to the creek with his squad - it's too dark to do anything - 
the order is changed - "we stay here, form your defense" - 
Brown, Belt Jr, and I make a reconnaissance, we contact the 
134th on our right - we move the platoon up to a hedge row - 
"got to keep quiet - no digging" - too tired anyway - it’s 
well after midnight before we are satisfied with the defense 
and can lie down for a minute,
August 11 Friday
More trouble - George Scott brings a message "rations and 
water are here - send a detail after them" - another hour 
is lost in dividing the rations - it's nearly 2:00 A.M. 
before I wearily crawl under my raincoat for a brief nap - 
it's too cold to sleep but we sleep anyway. George is back 
at 4:00 A.M. "the Captain wants to see you" - I go to the C.P. - "we attack at 5:30 - same plan as last night" - "get 
ready to go" - I return to the Platoon - a single shot 
crashes out - George Scott shot his foot - "too bad, another good man gone" - the company silently forms - waiting for 
daybreak - we're late in getting started - I company on the 
left - 134th on the right - "they're not ready to go but the Colonel says move out" - that's a hell of a note - it's still 
dark and partly foggy as Koenig and Brown head off - they 
take things slow and easy - expecting trouble at any minute - 
I have a sharp disagreement with the Captain over their 
tactics - he wants to push right on out - I say no! - "they’re 
trying to save lives" - to our surprise there is no resistance - we hold up when we reach a paved road - signs indicate that the 
Jerries were here last night - Hupp picks up a beautiful down 
comforter which they left - patrols are sent out - they find nothing to report - we move across the road and through a 
little French settlement - the Battalion is deployed along 
a series of hedge rows a half mile further on - "we may be 
here quite a while, better dig in" - "some do and some don't" - 
Lt. Logan keeps the 81st busy firing on targets to the front - 
"must be something important up there" - the Captain calls me 
back to the C.P. to get the new attack order - "1st Platoon 
on the right - 3rd on the left - 2nd in support - "we move out after the artillery barrage" - across a railroad track 
on the double - "we don’t trust those things" - a sudden 
rattle of M.G. fire - over in the First Platoon area - they 
give way to the left in order to get to the cover of a hedge 
row - the 1st and 3rd crowd together behind a hedge - an old 
sunken road just over the bank - the 1st Platoon has one squad 
in there for cover - we search the front for the German's 
positions - heavy woods about 150 yards away - they're in 
there but we can't see them - got to keep low - every time 
a man sticks his head up their machine guns bark - we start
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digging in - Prickett and Barrix try to get their mortars 
zeroed in - the afternoon drags on - I crawl down and talk 
to Charley - "guess we're stuck" - no firing now for quite 
awhile - the Colonel orders an attack - the Captain calls 
me on the 536 - "Thom, I've got a plan" "the Colonel thinks 
the Jerries have pulled out but I don't" - "start firing 
every thing you've got at 5:30" - "maybe it'll trick the 
Germans into firing back" "Can you do it?" "Commence firing 
at 5:30" - I fire the first shot - both Platoons follow with 
a terrific barrage from rifles - BAR's and machine guns - it 
worked! the Jerries answer with a counter barrage from their 
M.G.'s - I call the Captain - "hear that Captain?" - "hell, 
yes!" "good boy" - the attack's off, we're still pinned - a 
half hour later - Wham! A terrific mortar burst in the sunken 
road about 20 feet away - Fix and Condren both got hit! - 
Fix has a nasty leg wound - Bob is hit through the knee - 
the Medics patch them up and they're soon on their way to 
the Aid Station - Koenig thought sure I was hit that time - "a big chunk of steel flashed right by your face" - lucky 
again - a piece of shrapnel did hit the 536 - the Germans 
drop a few more mortars near by but no one is hit - one of 
the 1st Platoon replacements is wounded by M.G. fire - 
"Whew!" "I was standing right there a little while ago" - 
A few P47's keep circling around - "hope they know we're 
here" - suddenly they dive and commence strafing - Edd 
dashes madly to the 2nd Platoon to get their panel - I tear off my white undershirt and call for the Platoon to 
give me anything white - we've got to be fast! Edd runs back with the panel. We dash back to an open space about 25 yards from our hedge - the panel and undershirts make 
a white line on the ground - the planes cease firing and 
circle away from our positions - we breathe a sigh of re
lief - "that was plenty close" - We'll probably stay here
tonight - Neckritz and I dig together - dark - the Captain 
comes up to our positions J,the Colonel has ordered another 
attack at 11:00 o'clock" - "we can't do it, they’re still 
there waiting for us" "I think so, too, let's try the trick 
again" - "OK" "I'll order the first platoon to move out and
just before they do, have your Platoon open fire and give
them all you've got" "OK, Captain" - 10:30 sounds like a 
tank moving around out there - close, too - Brown sends 
Wright and Watkins with the bazooka to guard a little road 
which leads to the farm houses which mark our left flank - 
"I" Company is on the other side of the buildings - Koenigs 
squad is now all along the hedge to my right - two heavy 
machine guns from M Company are set up down there too - Edd's 
squad is in the garden to my left - Brown's men are securely 
dug in down in the old sunken road - the defense looks pretty 
good - again the word - "Fire when I do" - it’s 10:55 - the 
1st Platoon begins to file past - the Captain fires a single 
shot - "Commence firing!" another thunderous roar as the Platoon opens fire - two loud blasts - pandemonium breaks 
loose - the Germans retaliate viciously - "they're there all
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right" - "cease fire!" Roslawski dashes out of the sunken 
road - "Thom, I’m hit!" "Stan, what in the hell happened?
"Don't know, but it got all of us"- "Brown is hit bad" - 
someone starts to bandage Stan’s throat - got to get Brown 
out of there - I dash through the gate and down in the road - 
Summerlin is hit in the face and shoulder - cussing every breath, he's crawling up the road - Cavin is wounded also 
and suffering from concussion - Shoale is hit in the hip - it got everyone of them all right - Brown is lying by his 
fox hole - hit through the stomach and arm - still conscious 
though - "Lee, what happened?" "Don't know but I fired just 
one shot and it hit us" - "I think it was machine guns from 
the right flank" - "Got to get him out of here fast" - Edd 
has gone after more Medics - Cavin, though wounded, helps what he can as I drop my rifle and start half carrying and 
half dragging Lee up the road - after 50 yards or so, Edd 
gets back with Snead and we carry Lee back to the building that serves as Company C.P. - "Hope they get him to a hospi
tal quick" - he may have a chance. Edd, Dyckman, West and I 
meet the Captain - everything is in a near panic - M Company, 
machine gunner, suffering from shock, vows he saw 50 or 60 
Germans running back to our positions - Edd contacts an 
outpost from I Company - we still have a fair defense - back to the Platoon - Groshong and Koenig have everything 
in good order there - the 1st Platoon is on our right and 
the 2nd is behind the railroad, guarding the approaches to the road - we still have one HMG with us too - the other one 
was knocked out and the whole gun crew was wounded. "Must have been a couple of rounds from that tank we've been hearing" - everything pretty quiet as midnight rolls around - what an hour the past one has been - in fact what a dreadful 
day!
August 12 Saturday
Neckritz and I take turns standing guard - every other man is 
awake - our artillery throws one crashing barrage after another on a little town several hundred yards to the left of our positions - a lot of motor movement can be heard over there - no 
further action in our sector - the Captain calls all Platoon 
leaders - "we attack at daylight" - same plan as last night - 
order of attack 1st, 2nd and 3rd platoons, for once we bring 
up the rear - we remove the bolts of all the wounded men's 
rifles before we leave - 'just in case the Germans get them" - 
the first Platoon moves out - no resistance whatever - the 
Germans have pulled out again - we see where a tank has moved 
through an old sunken road - "bet that was the one that hit 
us" - we reach our objective - an old Frenchman's place that 
has been smashed yesterday by our 81's - some fires are still 
burning - we feel sorry for the old French couple who are 
wandering around the ruins - a lot of abandoned German equip
ment here - we are to set up a defensive position here and 
dig in - I make an extended reconnaissance - we join the 
second Platoon and extend over to the creek - the 134th is 
supposed to be over there on the other side - the men start 
digging - we may be here for quite awhile - Groshong is called 
on to take a patrol out - they go over to the main highway -
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"nothing over there, but there's plenty on further ahead on 
that high wooded hill" - Edd and I get some water from the 
creek and proceed to shave and clean up a little - we com
mence digging - Guzowski brings some replacements down - 
Brown, Sklartzyk, Hobbs, Martinez, Martes, Mann - I assign 
them to squads - Guzowski dashes back a few minutes later - 
"form the Platoon and bring them up on the road" -"we're 
moving out" - "column of twos" - "let's go" - "we're going 
back to the rear" - everyone looks cheerful, now that it's 
over for a little while - a long march - desperately hot - 
out of water - we march six or eight miles - "there's been 
a lot of armored battles along here" - tank tracks in every field - we pass through Barentin - our bivouac area is a 
mile or so East - the road is jammed with vehicles of every 
kind - we finally reach the area - a little oats field on the 
hillside "We're not too far from battle right now" - "there’s plenty of artillery landing on that big hill to the north" 
some of the men start digging - Edd and I flop down on some 
oat bundles and are instantly asleep - "an hours nap sure 
helps" - we have K rations for supper - plenty of water now 
too - from an old pump down the hill - Groshong, Koenig, Edd 
and I bed down for the night in a big hole surrounded by 
trees - the mail arrives but its too dark to read so we hit 
the hay and are soon asleep,
August 13 Sunday
Sunday morning again - another beautiful day - everything quiet and peaceful too - Church services are going to be held 
at the Company C.P. - "as you were!" "get it on, we're moving 
out" - out on the road we march back through Barentin - the 
road still jammed with traffic - a five mile march - it's 
rumored we will join the 1st and 2nd Bns. who have been in 
this area all week - we reach the assembly area just before 
noon - the afternoon is spent in resting, sleeping and writing - 
Church services are held at 2:30 - we have a platoon non-com 
meeting - "we've got to organize another squad, since Brown's men are practically all gone" - we finally decide that Groshong 
will be the new squad leader and Wright will be his assistant - 
Minnie Meyer is to be Koenig's second in command - after supper 
Edd and I decide to dig in for the night - Lt. Davy is assigned 
to be our platoon leader - almost ready to go to bed - "might 
have know it!" - "we’re moving out" - another truck movement - we load at 10:30 - for a wonder we actually are in trucks at 
that time - midnight finds us crawling along all the trucks 
strictly blacked out.
August 14 Monday
The convoy creeps along - a few short halts are caused by the 
"Luftwaffe" - guess they never did spot us though because no 
flares or bombs are dropped - our truck collides with a truck of a convoy which is bound in the opposite direction -
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no one hurt but we suffer a severe jolting - the differential 
case is broken - the truck can’t go on - our group unloads 
and is divided among the following trucks - Gump Roberts and 
I finally wind up in a truck load of Medics and litter bearers 
no more excitement during the night and we try to get a few 
winks of sleep - morning finds us moving steadily along - the 
smashed cars, trucks and guns which dot the roadside show the 
power and accuracy of our Air Force - around 10:00 A.M. - our 
truck is out of gas - the rest of the convoy pulls on by - we 
finally get a can of gas from another outfit - we arrive in 
Le Mans shortly before noon - the M.P.’s don’t know where our 
convoy went so we drive a few miles east of town before de
ciding that we are on the wrong road - back to Le Mans - 
Roberts sees a Major of the 35th who knows where the outfit 
is - on out to the outskirts of town - the company is already in the assigned area - Lt. Davy is sick - nothing to do during 
the afternoon - I get some water from a nearby house and shave 
Mike gives me a "cyclone clip" - Edd and I decide to spend the 
night in a little ditch which is completely covered by trees - 
10 in 1 rations for supper - to bed early.
August 15 - Tuesday
No excitement during the night - except when J.P. says "who’s moving in that bush?" - morning - everyone still lounging 
around - taking life easy while they can - "we're moving on 
up today" - back on the trucks a little after noon - we go through a part of Le Mans - the cheering French people bom
bard us with everything they have - champagne, cider, wine, 
bread, tomatoes, all kinds of fruit - some of the boys obtain 
wooden shoes as souvenirs - it starts raining shortly after 
we leave Le Mans - the convoy keeps moving steadily - only a 
few brief halts - the route is generally Eastward - the 
scene of destruction along the roadside continues - dark - 
"Wonder if they're ever going to stop?" - nearly midnight 
before the trucks pull into a big pine grove and we unload 
for a few hours rest and sleep.
August 16 Wednesday
It’s around 1:00 A.M. before we get the guard organized and 
get to bed - no one bothers to dig in - the rain ceases and 
we have a fair night’s sleep - a bright and sunny morning - 
we merely lounge around since there's nothing to do - C 
rations are issued - the Second Platoon loads up at 10:00 
A.M. and sets out on a reconnaissance mission - an hour 
later - load up! - we're on the go again - an hour's ride 
brings us to the edge of Orleans - we unload and join the 
2nd Platoon - "single file on each side of the street" - 
"plenty of interval" - we march slowly down the bomb- 
shattered main street - wrecked houses, great bomb craters - 
one or two unexploded bombs - must be 500 pounders - into
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the main part of town - cheering French people crowd the side
walks - heavy firing ahead now - sounds like tanks - the 4th 
Armored came in here this morning - we reach the City Square - 
a German half-track is still burning in one of the side 
streets - men and boys of every description are dashing 
madly here and there - most of them have a red, white and 
blue arm band on - our first view of the FFI in action - 
half drunk and blood mad, they uncover a huge assortment 
of weapons in an old trash truck and set out to hunt the 
hated ''Boche" - seems like they’ve got plenty of guns and 
ammunition - one trys to demonstrate a "burp gun" and wounds 
three comrades across the street - our mission is to set up a defense around the city square which contains the magnifi
cent Cathedral - the steeple has a great hole smashed in it - 
our tanks knocked out a German observation point there - Lt. 
Davy and I finally get the Platoon in position - everyone 
keeping a sharp lookout - lots of snipers around here yet - 
the Germans are supposed to have withdrawn across the Loire 
River and blown the bridge - a terrific barrage of 88's 
crashes down in the main part of town - a few French are 
wounded but no Americans are hit - Edd sees a Frenchman 
wounded in the leg - he takes enough time to get it bandaged 
and limps off to resume his hunt for the "Boche" - what a 
bunch! - we hear that they’ve already caught and shot a few 
"German Collaborators" - around 8:00 p.m. - "the 2nd Bn. is 
coming in here to take these positions" - we’re to move out 
nearer the edge of town - the company forms and we move out - another terrific barrage of 88's land in the street ahead of 
us - no one hit and the barrage is not repeated - we move on 
to our assigned sector - the Platoon is split up - Edd's squad stays with a 57 MM Anti-tank gun which set up at a street 
junction - Koenig's men are used for patrol duty - I remain 
with Groshong’s squad - we set up a road block just across a small overpass - don’t think the Germans will try to come 
back but we've got a bazooka and plenty of ammunition just 
in case - we organize the shifts for the guard - Groshong 
and I trade off with Mason and Brown - we are on duty from 
midnight until 2:00 A.M.
August 17 Thursday
Not much excitement during the night - an occasional load of 
FFI dash madly down the street in a rattle trap car - Lt. 
Magister inspects the outposts - morning - everything quiet - 
the French people of the neighborhood bring us plums, pears and tomatoes, invite us inside to shave and wash up if we 
want to - some of the men who are off duty go with them - 
nice people - we can heat our C ration over a little charcoal 
stove in one of their wash houses - I enjoyed a long conversa
tion with one of the French men - a captain in the Air Force 
in the other war - he speaks English slowly but quite 
distinctly - a brilliant man - a tremendous "interest" and 
knowledge of our "own planes and engines" - "Formidable" -
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his life long ambition - "to visit America" - he tells of the 
great bombing attack by our planes last May - "terrible but 
necessary" - the great railroad yard - completely destroyed - 
full of German supplies and equipment plus a thousand German 
soldiers - "Formidable" - he smiles - they had a rough time 
under the Germans - the day passes uneventfully - we maintain 
our watch - the Germans keep throwing some artillery at the 
city square - Bn. Hq. receives a terrific shelling - several 
vehicles destroyed and a number of men killed or wounded - 
night again and the guard goes on as usual.
August 18 Friday
A very quiet night - not too much sleep though - morning - 
more talk with Monsieur Gaillard - he has seen the big bridge 
over the Loire - the South end is wrecked all right - he 
vouches for the character of one of his neighbors who is 
reported as being "no good" - over to Edd’s squad - Hupp 
and I try to drink some vile stuff the French call "coffee" - 
impossible - sure like the friendly people here - hope we 
stay around here a long time - I start writing a letter in 
the Gaillards back yard - a table under a nice shady tree- 
our luck can’t last - the runner brings a message - "get 
it on" "we’re moving out" - we load the Gaillards arms with all of our extra rations, soap etc. - gratefully received - 
they hate to see us go - "You will come back?" - "if we can" - 
the company forms and we march a mile or so to the West - we halt and after a long wait we retrace our steps and con
tinue to march in the opposite direction - we are nearly to 
the edge of town again - through a gate into a big area that 
is almost covered by enormous buildings - must be some sort 
of factory - we are to spend the night here so we organize 
the Platoon into a defensive position along the outer fence - 
the order is changed and we are all quartered in some of the 
big empty buildings - a tremendous air raid shelter is only 
a few yards away so we don’t need to do any digging - Edd 
and I don't trust the buildings - we make our bed under a 
tree near the air raid shelter - Lt. Davy and Smith also - 
Mike says the 3rd Platoon will be responsible for the company 
guard - I select Groshong Sgt. of the Guard.
August 19 Saturday
No excitement whatever last night - some German planes flew 
over but caused no trouble - morning - nothing to do - everyone lounging around - plenty of water at a nearby pump - we 
can shave, clean up and do a little laundry - our kitchen is 
set up inside one of the big buildings - seems good to get a 
little hot chow once more - the Germans have ceased shelling - 
our own artillery continues to pester them though - especially 
the 4.5’s - letter writing, resting and sleeping occupies the 
afternoon - the 4th platoon is placed in charge of the prison 
guard - a few Germans are coming across the river and giving 
up - the majority of the first platoon is taken out on outpost
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duty - some of the 2nd goes out on patrol - "wonder what we'll 
catch?" we soon find out - a runner tells me to form the 
entire platoon and stand by - Lt. Davy goes to Bn. Hq. to 
get the order - "we are to establish a series of outposts 
near the Loire river bridge" - "we will have a section of 
heavies with us" - "also one of the 57's" - we load on the 
assigned trucks - a three mile ride - "this is as far as the 
trucks can go" - nearly dark now - we leave the trucks and 
the 57 and start in the direction of the Loire - we reach 
an overpass - a group of French are there - a girl speaks a 
'little English, she says the Germans are all on the other 
side of the river - "6 KM*' - Lt. Davy is confused as to the 
location of the bridge - he and Smith return to Bn. Hq. for 
further information - the rest of us remain at the overpass - 
midnight finds us awaiting their return.
August 20 Sunday
An hour's wait - "here they are" - we move on down the street - 
five or six blocks - "There's the river" - the big railroad 
bridge looms up in the darkness - "that's it!" - we make a 
quiet reconnaissance of the area around the end of the bridge - 
we establish several outposts along the edge of the river - the 
Germans may try to send some men back across the wrecked 
bridge - the outposts can keep a close watch on the bridge - "we'd better see if we can locate the other bridge" - Lt. Davy 
and I accompany Koenig's squad along a beautiful tree-lined 
street which runs parallel to the river - everything quiet - a few FFI men are still roaming around - we reach the big 
vehicle bridge -the other end is blown all right - about two 
spans are gone - no activity here either - we return to the railroad bridge - Davy sends a report to Bn. Hq. - they order 
us to hold our position and report every two hours - a. terrific 
thunderstorm at 2:30 - rain pouring down in sheets - we move in under the end of the bridge for a little protection - Edd's 
men occupy one of the old wrecked houses along the street - 
the storm lasts an hour or more - water everywhere - after 
the rain ceases Minnie, Davy and I sit on the curbing .and 
try to get a few winks of sleep - no luck - too cold and wet - 
won’t be long until daylight - "we'd better pull back out of 
sight" - Davy takes part of the men and places them in a big 
stone building overlooking the river - I go with Koenig's men 
and we divide into three groups on the left side of the bridge - 
Koenig, Minnie and I select a little garden behind a wall as 
our O.P. - morning - now we can see for the first time the 
terrific destruction created by our bombers in a raid last June - the center of the bridge is a mass of shattered steel 
and stone - a great number of "near misses" line the river 
bank - tremendous craters torn in ground - whole houses 
smashed to splinters - great trees uprooted - 9:00 a.m. - 
peaceful Sunday afternoon - as usual everyone lying around - 
sleeping or writing - Davy and Groshong are called on to go 
with some of the FFI on a reconnaissance patrol - it looks 
like more rain - Edd and I decide to move inside for the 
night - to bed shortly after dark.
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August 21 Monday
We really enjoyed a quiet, pleasant night’s sleep - not much 
to do today - most of the company is still out on guard or 
patrol - Prickett says the prisoners keep drifting in - we 
trade the French kids some candy and cigarettes for potatoes, 
tomatoes and fruit - Davy and Groshong return from their 
patrol at 4:00 P.M. but their job isn’t finished - they 
secure some rations and return to their positions - we have 
to furnish some telephone orderlies for duty at the company 
C.P. tonight - no other details so Edd and I hit the hay 
early.
August 22 Tuesday
No activity whatever during the night - morning - the captain 
explains our situation - our mission is to secure Orleans - 
we are now attached to Combat Command "A” - the 4th Armored 
is also a member - we are advised to brush up on military 
courtesy - Orleans is declared "off limits" - no new developments during the day - the Captain spends most of his time 
down at an O.P. near the big bridge - groups of Germans on 
the other side of the river - out in plain sight - both 
sides go down to the waters edge to wash - possibly 150 yards apart - not a shot is fired - certainly a queer 
situation - the Germans want to surrender but they're 
afraid of the FFI - Davy and Groshong continue with their work - so far they haven’t found anything to report - around 
5:00 P.M. - Magister calls on Edd to take a patrol across 
the river - he takes Soles, Schenkel and Martinez with him - 
they get across the river O.K. - immediately spot some Germans 
they drop back and after making a further reconnaissance in the 
other direction they cross the river via the wrecked railroad 
bridge - they report the information to Bn. Hq. - wet and 
tired, they get back to the company around 11:00 o'clock - 
Edd tells me the story of their adventures as we get in bed - 
the 3rd Platoon draws the company guard again tonight - 
Koenig is Sergeant of the Guard.
August 23 Wednesday
Another day - everything pretty quiet - our artillery keeps harassing the Germans across the river - they haven’t fired 
back for three days - they are still over there though - Lt. .Maimed goes across the river to try to induce the Germans to surrender - the Jerries send two men over to our side in 
exchange for Maimed - practically the entire company is out 
on patrol duty - Koenig, Meyer, Mills, Wright and Ravenscroft 
each have charge of a patrol from the 3rd - Edd and I trade 
the French kids out of seme potatoes - we really enjoy a mess 
of fried potatoes once more - no reports of any action from 
any of the patrols - Davy and Groshong return to the company - 
their work is finished - Mike says there's a rumor that we may 
move out tomorrow - after supper George Guzowski and I take a
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walk through the other big buildings in the area - "must have 
been a plane factory all right" - boxes of crated propellors - 
starters - generators - millions of dollars worth of fine 
machinery - all in excellent shape too - "funny the Germans 
didn't wreck it before they pulled out" - "guess they didn't 
have time" - Lt. Maimed still hasn't returned by dark - our 
last night in the factory.
August 24 Thursday
"We move sometime after noon" - another truck movement - Lt. Maimed finally gets in - he stayed all night with the Germans - 
they treated him very courteously, but wouldn't agree to sur
render - Prickett reports that a total of 159 prisoners have 
given up since we arrived - the morning is spent in cleaning 
up and shaving while we still have plenty of water - we roll 
our blankets and get everything ready to pull out - an early dinner - "load up" - on the trucks once more - the convoy 
leaves Orleans and heads East through a number of small 
villages - the French tri-color is flying from nearly every window - the people are friendly and cheering as usual - after a three hour ride we reach our bivouac area - the 
whole Battalion is here - the area is heavily wooded so we 
don't need to worry about camouflage - some of the men start 
digging - Edd and I decide to take a chance - we make a 
reconnaissance of the area - the guard is organized - K rations for supper - nothing to do so we got to bed early.
August 25 Friday
A light rain fails during the night but ceases before morning - 
no activity reported in our sector - a horribly dark night - 
the Luftwaffe sends a few planes over, but no flares or bombs 
are dropped - morning - we'll probably move on today, but 
there's no orders yet - nothing to do - everyone lounging 
around, cleaning rifles, etc.; we get the order to load up 
around 4:00 P.M. - on the trucks and back to the highway - 
on East nearly to Montargis - the orders must be mixed up - the convoy turns around and returns to the old bivouac area - 
a brief stop there and we continue back West for a few miles - 
we finally reach our bivouac area - another heavily wooded 
spot - Edd and I figure we'd better dig in tonight - I take 
a detail to carry our rations from the kitchen truck 400 
yards away - a brief reconnaissance to plan our defense for the night - again we hit the hay at dark.
August 26 Saturday
Another night of inaction - again we say "this is the way 
we like to fight" - the Luftwaffe didn't even come around last night - Koenig's squad took care of the platoon guard 
and reported no excitement whatever - nothing to do during 
the day except rest and sleep - never can get too much sleep -
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a few new clothes came in and I managed to get a pair of_ 
trousers and some underwear - we may stay here another night, 
but I doubt it - my doubts are verified - we're moving to
another area - 5:00 P.M. - all ready to go - we start to
march to the trucks - "wonder where to now?" - a sudden 
order from the front takes us by surprise - "drop your 
rolls!" - that means trouble - everyone excited and scared 
again - hurriedly making combat packs - "as you were!" a
sigh of relief - just the first platoon - they load up andgo to investigate a report of some Germans hiding in a nearby 
house - they soon return - the report was false - nearly 
dark as we load on the trucks - another two hour ride - the 
convoy pulls into another bivouac area - looks like some big 
estate - tennis court and everything - the company area is 
in a grove of towering pines - pretty nice place - no one 
digs in - we're almost ready to bed down when Lt. Maimed 
calls me "we're responsible for the Battalion Security in 
this area" - "You'll have charge of the guard" - he gives
me a crude sketch of the set up and I go back to the Platoon -
Edd, Koenig, and I make a reconnaissance - the defense is 
organized - Groshong, Meyer, Wright and Chief each have a 
four man post - Schenkel, Neckritz, Johnson and Martinez are 
on guard at the main gate - everything is very quiet so Edd 
and I return to our area and crawl between the blankets,
August 27 Sunday
Up early and over to the kitchen - the cooks are busy preparing breakfast - on out to all of the outposts - "two men 
remain on duty and the other two can go to breakfast" - an
other quiet, peaceful Sunday morning - Church services are held under a nearby tree - Edd and I make a further recon
naissance of the area - some of the men are taking baths and
doing some laundry work at a nearby creek - noon - immediately
after dinner Edd, Charley, Rowan and I go over to the creek 
for a bath - Edd and I wash our O.D. shirts - only about half 
dry when Koenig signals - "We're moving out, better get it on!" - a hurried job of dressing - back to the company - 
"we didn't mean you" - "what the hell?" - Lt. Davy has to 
take sixteen men and establish some outposts near Orleans - 
he takes the 1st and 3rd Squads - that only leaves about 
eight men here - the men board a truck and are soon gone - 
the First Platoon takes over the Battalion guard - the rest of the day is quiet and uneventful so we catch up on our 
letter writing - a long letter to Blomeyer.
August 28 Monday
A good night's sleep - no activity reported anywhere - the 
entire day is uneventful - Edd is called over to Bn. Hq. 
around 5:00 A.M. - another patrol across the Loire - the 
same boys volunteer to go with him - I spend the day anxious
ly awaiting his return - they get back shortly before midnight - 
Lt. Roberts was in charge of the patrol - they report about the
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same information - the Germans are still there and apparently 
there’s lots of them - A FFI man guides them across the river 
in the darkness - Edd says he's through with patrols.
August 29 Tuesday
We sleep late - Edd and his boys are plenty tired - haven't heard much from the rest of the platoon, but we send their 
rations and mail every day - guess they're getting along all 
right - a bunch of replacements arrive - Mike calls me over 
and assigns eight of them to the 3rd Platoon - they're a 
pretty good looking bunch - they seem quiet and ready to 
learn all they can - we spent the evening checking over 
their equipment and discarding all unnecessary junk - Lt.
Davy returns with the rest of the platoon - "it's rumored 
we may leave here tomorrow" - I assign the replacements to 
squads - it looks rainy - Edd and I set up a tent - to bed 
shortly after dark.
August 30 Wednesday
We move today all right "I" company is to take our positions 
here - "roll'urn up" - a light rain starts falling around 
9:00 A.M. - the trucks arrive - only enough for part of the 
company - the rest of us have to wait until nearly noon for 
additional trucks - a wet, unpleasant ride - back in Orleans 
once more - in the outskirts of town - practically on the 
bank of the Loire - we are quartered in barracks which were recently occupied by German officers - members of the Air Force - they attended some sort of a training school near 
here - a late dinner - it continues to rain steadily - Madia and McClelland go out on patrol - most of the Second Platoon 
is on outpost' duty - part of the First Platoon is in charge of the prison, guard - the rest is on patrol - the 4th Platoon 
is responsible for the Interior Guard - Edd, Chief and I 
establish our quarters in a little room - beds, mattresses, 
table and clothes closet - pretty nice - Belt Jr. calls for an outpost of' six men - Wright takes five men from the First 
Squad - they head for the river at 6:00 P.M. - an hour later - 
Bat calls for two more groups - Meyer and Chief each take 
charge of an O.P. - a good supper and to bed before dark.
August 31 Thursday
Sure a novelty to sleep in a bed once more - plenty nice - 
breakfast over we police the area and clean up our quarters 
in general - nothing to do so Edd and I lounge around until 
nearly 10:00 A.M. - "guess we'd better go down to the river 
and inspect some of our outposts" - only about 400 yards to 
the first one - Brown and Watkins are situated on a boat 
landing - they have had no breakfast - on down to Wright 
and Martin - they have a nice O.P. in front of a Frenchman's garage - Flores and Macarrof are on another boat landing still
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further down - they have nothing new to report except that 
Macarrof has been busy questioning the French boatmen who 
land at their post - no one has had anything to eat - Edd 
and I head back to the company - he gathers some stuff from 
the kitchen while I tell Groshong to take three more men 
down to the O.P.'s this afternoon - we deliver the eats to 
the guards and get back just in time for dinner - the after
noon is spent in letter writing and gabbing with Charley and 
Edd - more men go out on guard tonight, practically the whole 
company is on some kind of guard or patrol duty - Edd?
Charley and Mike go on a little "binge" and talk far into 
the night - Champagne and cognac.
September 1 Friday
Mike says there’ll be a big inspection at 9:00 A.M. - after 
breakfast we police the area spick and span - "better shave 
too" - they may look at the ordinance - everyone brushes his rifle up a bit - around 10:30 the anticipated rifle 
inspection is held - I shake hands with Captain Thomas - 
first time I’ve seen him since we were trapped by the 
Germans - his eye healed up all right and he’s back on 
duty with service company again - noon - back down to the 
river to see how the boys are getting along - everything 
in good shape and they haven't seen anything suspicious - 
to bed at dark as usual.
September 2 Saturday
This place is too nice to stay - we'll surely move before 
long - the Captain sends two of Groshongs men in - claims 
they had too many down there - only a few prisoners have 
drifted in during the past few days - J. Ballard is in 
charge of the prison guard - a dark, rainy day - tough on 
the outposts - all 3rd graders receive a quart of cognac - compliments of the Germans - from a captured storehouse - "we move tomorrow" - no surprise - most of the outposts 
and patrols are brought in before dark - a few remain on duty - we shave and clean up while it's handy - a nasty 
night - to bed early for our last night’s sleep in Orleans.
September 3 Sunday
Lt. Maimed comes around at 2:30 A.M. - "roll 'em up and get ready to go" - we're leaving at 4:00 o'clock - the trucks 
have already gone to pick up the remaining outposts - the 
rain has ceased and it's a beautiful moonlit night - as 
usual, we are delayed - we finally get started just at 
dawn - the drivers don't know exactly where we're going but 
we will join the rest of the battalion at some assembly 
point - back to the same old area that we left four days 
ago - guess this is the assembly point - we unload and deploy 
in the woods - don't know how long we'll be here - it's
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rumored the trucks are short of gasoline - K rations for 
breakfast - Roslawski and Marronett return from the hospi
tal - everyone is glad to see them - lounging around most 
of the morning - "back on the trucks" - out on the road 
shortly before noon - again we head generally Eastward - 
through Montargis and Sens - across the Seine at Troyes - 
the Germans blew the bridge here - Engineers still working on a new one - we reach the bivouac area around 6:00 P.M. 
about 25 miles Southeast of Troyes - not a very good area 
but it'll do - the whole Battalion is here - company areas are assigned and we are soon deployed in the woods - "dig 
in - donrt know what's around here" - the 4th platoon stands 
guard for the company so everyone in the 3rd can sleep tonight - Edd and I put our blankets down and hit the hay at 
dark.
September 4 Monday
A quiet night - evidently no Germans around here - after 
breakfast at the kitchen we police the area - dig trash 
holes etc. - just like maneuvers - not much to do today - 
a few minor details - some men catch up on their letter writing - others occupy the time by talking, resting, sleep
ing or cleaning rifles - the 3rd Platoon takes the guard 
tonight - Wilkins and Prickett show me the location of the 
outposts - each assistant squad leader takes four men for 
the guard - to bed at dark.
September 5 Tuesday
It gets plenty chilly nearly every night - Edd and I use everything we have to keep warm - it soon warms up after 
daylight though - "wonder what we do today?" we soon find 
out - Lt. Davy says we take a hike this afternoon - imagine 
that! - guess we can take it though - the company forms at 
1:00 P.M. out on the road - 5 yard intervals - an eight 
mile march - back to the company area at 4:30 - supper at 5:30 - Dickie Nassz gets back to the company - mighty glad 
to see him - nothing to do during the evening so we gab a 
while and hit the hay.
September 6 Wednesday
Looks like we're back in garrison again - a training schedule 
has been established - breakfast over - we police the area 
and attend to other required details - scouting - patroling 
is scheduled for this P.M. - we march two or three miles to 
a densely wooded area - each company is given a sector and 
an azmith to follow and we set out to clear the area of 
supposed "snipers" - we spend the entire afternoon plowing 
through the brush - no snipers are encountered and we return 
to camp tired, hungry and scratched from head to foot by the 
thorny brush - "it looks like a lot of damn foolishness to
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me" - the evening is dark and rainy looking so Edd and I 
pitch a tent and crawl between our blankets.
September 7 Thursday
It did rain during the night so it’s a good thing we set up 
the tent - a full day’s training is scheduled for today - 
after breakfast we police the area and straighten things up - "get it on!" - rifles, belts, packs and helmets - just 
like the old training days - a four mile march to our 
assigned training area - most of the day’s work is taken up 
by various types of instruction - we march bazk^to camp at 
4:30 - the roads are muddy and it has rained most of the day 
so our tempers are none too good by the time we get in - something else to make us mad -"a non-com school tonight!" 
"What the hell is this anyway?" - after supper we march 
nearly a half mile to watch some boys of the 219th F.A. 
put on a demonstration of "artillery adjustment" - very interesting and educational - the best I have ever seen - 
back to camp and to bed shortly after dark.
September 8 Friday
Back to the field for more training today - squad problems 
are scheduled - "doesn’t that beat anything you ever heard 
of?" - the weather is still inclined to be nasty - Lt. Davy 
gives some instruction on tactics, the squads go through a 
problem or two - what a difference - only a week or so ago 
it was the real McCoy and everyone shooting to kill - this kind of stuff makes you feel silly - back to camp at 4:30 - 
Captain Schumaker, the Regimental SI gives an orientation 
on the military situation - very interesting - looks like 
our next move would be to the area between Nancy and Metz -
the 4th Armored is already there - Mike calls me over to get
some new replacements - that doesn’t sound too good - we 
only lack one of being up to full strength now - Mike says 
v ie are almost sure to move tomorrow - after supper he calls 
me back to get a list of the men who are in my truck group - to bed early for our last night’s sleep in this area.
September 9 Saturday
We are supposed to leave at 5:30 A.M. - the move is held up and we get to sleep an hour longer - we have breakfast atthe kitchen since they are staying here another day -
everything all set - the truck groups form and load up - out on the road once more - on East - we have another beat 
up truck to try to coax along - the drivers say it’s 
German gasoline - we have several stops due to engine 
trouble - the rest of the convoy eventually gets completely 
away from us - the road side is a scene of complete des
truction - our planes again - three 88’s standing in a field 
near the road - six 105’s in the ditches at a little cross
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roads - wrecked cars, buses and trucks line the highway - 
the Germans took a terrible beating here - they’ve even dug 
foxholes on both sides of the road - protection for the 
drivers if they have to leave their vehicles during an 
attack by our planes - the truck finally decides to run 
and the driver makes up for lost time - it’s supposed to be a 97 mile trip - on and on through numerous small villages - 
we finally see the Regimental road marker - the 1st and 2nd 
Bn.’s are somewhere around here - we follow the wrong road 
and have to turn around and come back - Captain O’Connell 
sets us straight - the Battalion is bivouaced in a heavily 
wooded area on a hill top - it's about 7:00 P.M. when we get there - the other trucks have been here an hour or so - 
everyone digging in - probably a good idea - you can hear 
the artillery firing on that hill - we're not out of range - 
they could throw it in here - Edd and I dig a nice, wide and deep hole, we're going to sleep in it tonight - nearly dark - 'come to the C.P. and draw your rations" - "Also, 
get your bazooka's off the jeep and get plenty of ammuni
tion" - Groshong and Edd get the Ammo - the rations are 
divided - enough for a full day - "let's get some sleep if 
we can" - wonder what tomorrow will bring - the 2nd Platoon 
is on guard.
September 10 Sunday
We manage to get a few hours of sleep before Smith calls us - 
"roll your rolls and bring them to the C.P." - "we move out 
at daylight" - Davy and I are called to the C.P. - the 
Captain explains the situation but it's too dark to see 
a map - everyone all packed and ready to go - a few are 
eating K rations for breakfast - it's almost daylight - 
let's go! - back on the road - column of two's - plenty of interval - "I" company is leading the battalion through 
a little town - down along a steep hill into a valley - 
across a little creek - the column slowly climbs the tower
ing hill on the other side - another little town sits on 
top - we leave the road - marching across country now - 
the platoons are in extended squad column - 20 yards between 
men - must be getting close to the Germans again - on and on - across one fence after another - we finally halt for 
nearly an hour at noon - almost everyone too tired to eat - at 1:00 o’clock we continue the march - more fences, creeks and ditches, this country is worse for a cross country march 
than Tennessee - seems like we're making a big circle - we pass through gardens, orchards, oat fields, hay fields, 
beet fields and woods - at last! our bivouac area - heavy 
woods - platoon areas are assigned and the men commence digging the ground is hard and full of roots - an old French 
priest in a long robe and skull cap passes through our area 
and stops to visit - he says we are less than a mile from 
the Moselle River - lots of Boche on the other side - plenty 
of machine guns and cannons - "don't try to cross the bridge 
or they'll cut you to pieces" - our S-2 reports only a small
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number of Germans duq in on the other side of the river - 
the old priest just came across the river this afternoon 
though, so he ought to know - Edd and I spend over an hour 
getting guard organized - we put listening posts a short 
distance out in the woods on all sides - the night is 
terribly dark - the Captain calls for Koenig and Chief 
to each take a patrol and reconnoiter a river crossing - 
it’s nearly 11:00 P.M. when Smith comes up and says "draw 
your rations and water" - too dark to see your hand in front of you and the rations 200 yards away - "isn’t this a hell 
of a note?" - Edd, Minnie, Neckritz and I start out - 
stumbling, falling, sweating and swearing we finally reach our area again - "we won’t need to divide them tonight, 
let’s wait until daylight" - Edd and I crawl in our hole 
and pull our raincoats over us just a few minutes before 
midnight.
September 11 Monday
Seems like we’ve only been asleep a few minutes when Smith 
comes plunging through the brush - "divide the rations, distribute the water and be down near the C.P. at 2:30 A.M. - 
it’s 1:15 now - we've got a lot to do in the next hour - "What's up?" - "we're going to cross the river before day
light" - Edd and I finally locate everyone and awaken them and the division of the water and rations is made - mostly 
by feeling because it's too dark to see a thing - 2:15 - 
get it on! - Lt. Davy comes back from the C.P. with the 
order - we don't ever need to ask who leads, it’s the same 
old thing - 3rd Platoon forward - slowly and quietly we 
file out of the woods - across an open space - back on 
the road and through a little town - the rest of the Bat
talion joins us here - it’s almost like a ghost town 
everything is so deathly quiet - out of town - we continue 
to march on the road - we’re supposed to be heading for the 
crossing that Lt. Maimed and Chief’s patrol found last 
night - an hours march - we can't be far from the river 
now - through another little village - an old canal is just 
ahead - the Germans have blown the vehicle bridge across 
it - we take a short rest - "the boats are here" - we 
march back to the center of the little town and find the 
engineers unloading assault boats - "one squad to each boat plus two engineers" - I stay with the 1st Squad - 
Davy with the Second and Edd with the 3rd - the boats are terribly heavy and awkward to carry - can’t go more than 50 yards at a time without taking a short rest - about 300 
yards to the old canal - we finally get there and shove the 
boat into the water - the squad piles in and paddles across - Groshong and I cross on a little foot bridge - we drag the 
boat up the bank and continue our slow progress toward the 
river - the ground is as flat as a table top - sort of hay 
meadow I guess - not a speck of cover between the canal and 
the river - we've got to keep moving if we get across the 
river before daylight - it's after 5:30 A.M. now and it's
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light enough to see that a towering heavily wooded hill lies 
on the other side of the river - probably loaded with Germans 
too - it's all of 800 yards from the canal to the river - a 
few artillery shells land some distance to the North of us - 
we’re in for it now - we've got to keep going - sweating and 
panting, we fairly drag the boats the last few hundred yards 
to the waters edge - the bloody Moselle - 150 feet wide and 
fast flowing - looks deep too - we shove the boats down the 
bank and into the river - we have four boats to shove off at 
the same time - two squads of the 3rd and two from the 2nd 
Platoon are first to reach the other bank - we jump out on the 
bank and the engineers take the boats back to bring another 
load across - our mission is to secure the crossing - "Groshong 
move your squad into that brush about a hundred yards and 
spread them out to form a line" - the ground is comparatively flat for 200 yards or more and fairly well covered with brush 
and small trees - then the towering wooded hill - Groshong 
and I lead the way into the brush - a good place to get shot - it’s 6:10 now and fairly light - we are just placing the men 
in position when the long expected happens - machine guns and 
rifles pour a hail of bullets into the river crossing - we 
can't tell if the rest of the company is across or not - as usual we can't locate the firing - only by sound - they're 
all along that high ridge above us though - we're really pinned - our artillery opens up - we try to observe the bursts 
but the trees are too thick on the hillside - we endeavor to 
adjust the fire by sound - not much effect - the new Lt. of 
the 2nd Platoon wants to lay a smoke screen on the hill and 
try to assault it - Dickie, West and I disapprove of the idea - 
"you can't find them in a year" - the least movement along the 
river brings a burst of machine gun fire - sniper fire is very 
active too - "we'd better dig in" - it's kinda sandy and it 
doesn't take long to scoop a hole - it's a good thing too - 
83's and mortars are falling all around us now - two or three 
snort rounds from our own artillery fall between us and the 
river - they hit closer than the Germans have so far - a 
hurried call to the Company C.P. on the 536 "have them raise 
that barrage, it's landing right in our lines" - Edd sneaks 
up a little ravine that leads back to the river - the Company has been lucky so far - no casualties - they had just reached 
the bank when the M.G.'s opened up - they all dived out of the 
boats and flung themselves against the five foot bank - they're pretty safe there, but they can’t move an inch without drawing 
fire - some of them are lying partly in the water - the 
machine gun section is still on the opposite side of the river - Edd and I make my fox hole deeper and wider so that 
we can both use it - several times we have to quit digging 
and "hit it" when a mortar or 88 comes too close for comfort - 
the day passes and in spite of everything Edd and I take turns at napping while the other is on the look out - practically 
no sleep for the past two nights - we figure that we'll 
probably stay here tonight - the Colonel has other ideas - 
at 5:00 P.M. he orders us to go on up the hill - it's bound
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to be suicide and once again we are on the point of refusing 
an order - Lt. Davy and Groshong's scouts make a reconnaissance on forward - they discover a deep sort of bayou between 
us and the base of the big hill - we can get to the woods by 
going around the South edge of it though - since their 
reconnaissance drew no fire whatever we decided to make 
the attempt - a call back to the company - "we're moving 
out" - slowly carefully v ie file through the brush - avoiding 
all open spaces, taking advantage of every bit of cover and 
concealment - we reach the bottom of the hill - "guess they 
didn't see us" - not a shot is fired - we commence the climb - 
the trees are big and so thick that it's almost dark in there - 
up and up until we reach an old road - the familiar red com
munication wires of the Germans are strung along it - some of the boys make sure the wires are of no further use - across 
the road and on up the hill - in places it's so steep that we 
drag ourselves upward by holding to the trees and vines - we must be getting pretty close to the top - the column stops - 
the scouts have reached an open area and are reconnoitering 
a bit - all clear - the rest of the column moves on up to the edge of the open space - it's a small apple orchard - looking 
back down into the valley - perfect observation from here - 
you could almost see a mouse move anywhere along the river - 
"why do you reckon the Germans ever let us get up here?" - a 
couple of M.G.'s could keep a Regiment from crossing the river - the apple orchard is bounded on the East and North by hedge rows trees and brush on the other sides - looks like a pretty good 
place for a defense - an old sunken road lies just on the other 
side of the Eastern hedge row - beyond that the ground is completely open for three or four hundred yards gradually 
sloping upward to the extreme summit of the hill which is 
capped by heavy woods - "here comes the rest of the company!" they finally managed to sneak away from the river bank and 
had followed us up the hill - the Captain looks the situation 
over and orders us to move on to the other wooded area - it's 
nearly dark - the other officers object to the plan - "we've 
got a good defense set up here" - "that woods is too big to 
clear of snipers before dark" - the Captain finally agrees to 
stay here - the all around defense is set up - second Platoon 
on our left - 1st on our right - Bazooka teams guarding the 
road - listening posts in the brush across the road - a German 
artillery laison officer and his helper come down the road 
with their hands high - they couldn't stand the terrific 
blasting of our artillery - their 88 is in the 1st Platoon's area - knocked out of action - the gun crew have abandoned everything - a tent, camouflage suits etc. they must have 
lived here quite a while - everything pretty quiet so Edd 
and I lay down by the hedge row - no one digs in because the 
noise would give away our location and our presence so far 
is a complete surprise to the Germans - it's plenty cold on 
this high hill, but we crawl under our raincoats and get a 
few winks of sleep before midnight - it's impossible to get 
rations or water across the river, but we're too tired to care.
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September 12 Tuesday
Can't sleep much - it's too cold - must be around 3:00 A.M. - 
a sudden, heavy burst of M.G. fire causes everyone to grab 
his rifle - sounds like the gun isn't over 7b yards away - 
a little way to the left of the Second Platoon - a heavier 
gun joins in the barrage - must be one of their 20 MM Anti 
Aircraft guns - streaks of red as the tracers flash downward 
toward the river - the Engineers are trying to put a bridge 
across - the Germans seem determined to stop them - the 
Engineers are sure catching hell down there if they’re in 
the German’s line of fire - the A.A. shells are exploding 
as they hit the water - the Jerries keep plugging at the 
river every few minutes for over an hour - enough firing to 
stop the engineers from building the bridge - they finally 
cease fire and the rest of the night is pretty quiet - a 
bright, sunny morning - hope it warms up some today - the 
river valley is quiet and peaceful - nothing moving down 
there - there's plenty of Germans in that patch of woods on top of the hill - good thing we didn't group there last night - looks like they don’t know we're up here yet - 
walking around the edge of the trees in plain sight - one 
walks across the open ground directly into the 2nd Platoon - 
Gibson kills him with his BAR when he refuses to surrender. They know we're here now - the 3attalion laison officer secures a good O.P. and spends the morning directing one 
barrage after another of "time fire" on the Germans in the 
woods - getting some results too because we can hear them scream from here - Lt. Howard comes up the hill with some 
"I" company officers and non-coms - they are to move up 
from the river and occupy our positions after we go on up to the woods on the hill top - the terrific blasting of 
our artillery has evidently driven the Germans out because 
we haven't seen one for quite a while - the Captain orders 
the First Platoon to start moving up to the woods - we follow 
them - single file, well spread out - we dash across the open 
spaces until we reach the concealment of the timber - so far 
so good - not a shot has been fired - the entire company 
enters the woods and we then form the platoons on a general 
line - "we’re going to move forward and clear the woods of any snipers that may be lurking around" - slowly and carefully 
the scouts move through the dark woods, everyone keeping a 
sharp lookout in all directions - "guess they've all pulled 
out" - we are almost to the other side of the woods - a 
tremendous explosion as a round from our own artillery landsjust in front of us 
through the company 
"tell them to cease 
are gone" - "that's a 
sling a whole barrage
the ground - in ditches behind big trees - anything for cover - "here it comes!" two more rounds - one in the 2nd 
Platoon and one in the 4th - no one killed but West is 
badly wounded - a chunk of shrapnel nearly tore his arm off -

- the forward men break and dash back
- it nearly got Groshong and Mason - 
fire" - "can't, the batteries in the 300
hell of a note" - they're liable to 
in here any second - everyone hits
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Davy is over with him trying to get him patched up - the 
round that hit the 4th Platoon tore Barker’s shovel and first 
aid packet off his belt - too close - no more shots are fired - 
we move on up to the edge of the woods - another broad open 
area - sloping to a patch of heavy woods 300 yards away - a 
concrete highway runs through the valley on the other side of 
the woods - we are going to set up a defensive position here - 
guess the woods are all clear now - Smith and I leave the 
platoon and move down the hill a bit to look over our assigned 
area - we hear a shout - Smith says "Did you hear that German?" - 
"Yes" - "better be careful he’s probably wounded" - we fail to 
find a sign of anyone - "maybe we imagined hearing something, 
but don’t think so" - better get some more men down here - 
Chief’s squad soon joins us but again we fail to find any
thing - we proceed with organizing the defense - the 2nd 
platoon joins us on the left and the 1st on the right - the 
4th will guard the rear - everything seems to be pretty well 
set up - our platoon front is generally to the East and we 
look out across the grassy open area to the patch of woods 
and the highway - "better dig in" - every other man maintains 
a sharp lookout while the other man digs - a sudden burst from 
a B.A.R. rings out - directly behind us and only a very short distance - rifles join in the fire and it sounds like a small 
battle - Edd grabs his rifle and takes out - "better see what’s 
up" - he soon returns "they just killed four para-troopers" - camouflage suits on - they were right in the company area before 
anyone saw them. They had captured Riley, the Medic and were 
walking right through the Second Platoon area when they were spotted - "they shot Big John Dyckman" - "hurt bad?" - "I’m afraid so - he’s got a bullet through his leg and one through 
his shoulder" - "may have nicked a lung" - "the dirty bastards" - 
got to keep our eyes open - there may be more around here - a 
short time later another furious burst of rifle fire - "that 
came from Koenig's squad" - again Edd dashes in that direction - I continue to keep a close watch to the front - suddenly a 
German dashes out across the open ground scarcely 50 yards 
away - running madly - trying to make it to the other woods - 
I raise my rifle - follow him a few steps - a shot rings out - he pitches forward on his face - someone beat me to him - he’s 
a dead duck anyway - Edd comes back - "three more walked right 
up to Koenig’s squad before they discovered them" - Edd got 
there in time to get one of them - Koenig's men took care of 
the others - all killed - "they didn't scratch any of our men either" - "good deal" - we can see seven or eight Germans 
walking along the highway but it's too far for accurate 
shooting - they enter the patch of woods - wish we could 
get some artillery on there but the radio is completely dead - 
Wright and Chief come over to talk to me - it was Wright and Roslawski who dropped the German on the grass a few minutes 
ago - both shot at the same time - George looks out at the 
dead German - "look Thom, he isn't dead, he's crawling off!"
I snap my rifle up - almost ready to let him have it - "hell, 
that’s another one, the dead one is still there" - he has 
inched his way from the edge of the woods to a point fifty
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feet beyond the dead one - it’s lucky George saw him - even as 
I raise my rifle he cautiously lifts himself to his hands and 
knees - suddenly springing to his feet he heads for the other 
woods. I follow him through the sights for a few yards - 
Wham! - he slumps to the ground, face downward - maybe I ought to give him another round or two to make sure - hate to shoot 
a dead man though - Chief and Wright saw him fall - "you sure 
killed him dead, Thom" - "I’ll watch him and if he quivers 
I’ll open up" - the rest of the afternoon is fairly quiet - 
three or four miles away a bunch of P-47's are diving at some target - must be a road over there - they circle the. spot 
several times and then dive almost to the ground before 
pulling out - most of the men are pretty well dug in before 
dark - Johnston manages to bring up a box of rations for each platoon - the two Germans out in front haven’t moved a hair 
all afternoon - there’s no doubt about it they’re dead all 
right - after dark, I’m going to crawl out and make sure - 
Stan says "If you’re going out there I’m going along" - 
"You don’t need to" - he’s determined though so we pick 
up our rifles and get ready - "pass the word along the line 
that we’re going to crawl out there or we’re liable to get 
shot" - the word comes back - they all know it - "let’s go, 
Stan" - it’s plenty dark now - can’t see only a few feet - 
we inch our way forward - they ought to be close now - can’t 
see a thing - we search the area for several minutes - ex
pecting to put our hand on a dead German any moment - no luck - can’t locate either of them - "that's funny" - "I’d 
have bet a million I could walk straight to them" - "what’s 
that?" - "one of their rifles" -"no one near it though" - "this is no place for us, Stan, there may be Germans all around here" - I pick up the rifle and we are soon back in 
the woods with the Platoon - "they’re both gone Edd" - can't 
figure out exactly what happened but this rifle is all we 
could find - let’s try to get a few winks of sleep - we curl 
up in our rain coats - the ground is hard but it makes no 
difference.
September 13 Wednesday
A fair night’s sleep - too cold for comfort - Mike comes around 
before daylight - "get everyone up and be ready to move on a 
moment's notice" - a half hour later we are all set - it's 
light enough to see across the open space now - "one of the 
Germans is still there" - "its the one Stan and George killed" "no sign of the one I dropped" - his helmet and a black bag 
are still there though - "wonder what became of him?" - "I 
couldn't have missed him at that range" - maybe he played dead 
but I don't think so - he couldn’t have laid in the same posi
tion for six hours without a quiver - we finally decide that 
he was either dead or so badly wounded that he was completely 
unconscious and had been dragged off by his buddies who were 
in the woods below us - they had probably crawled up to him 
while Stan and I were waiting for complete darkness - we had 
waited around an hour after it became dark enough that their
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bodies were no longer visible from our positions in the woods - 
we probably didn't miss meeting them over a few minutes - if 
he had been playing dead, he would never have left his helmet 
and rifle - Edd examines the rifle - a new Mauser Karbiner 
Model 98 - fully loaded - he smashes it to pieces against a 
tree and leaves it there - "get it on, we're moving out" - 
"Big John didn't make it" - he died some time during the 
night - too bad - a fine officer - we got ten paratroopers 
in return though - the 2nd Platoon takes the lead - single 
file - winding around through the splintered trees - "our 
time fire sure made kindling out of this place yesterday" - 
a few 88's come over but land several hundred yards away - 
we halt for a few minutes and then continue on our way - 
we spot a few discarded camouflage suits but no snipers - 
across the concrete highway on the double - a knocked out 
German vehicle in the ditch - we cross a little creek and 
stop long enough to fill our canteens - the country is more 
open now - we pass through a large grape vineyard - on across 
another road - a badly wounded German lies in the ditch - his 
foot nearly shot off - the 2nd Platoon has hit something up 
ahead - they have just gone over a ridge about 200 yards ahead of us - a few bursts of M.G. fire and an occasional 
rifle shot - the column completely stops - Westblade finally 
gets away and gets back to our platoon - the Captain and part 
of Headquarters are pinned in a gully over the ridge - also 
some of the 2nd Platoon - Lt. Davy orders Koenig's squad to 
form a patrol and try to get to the Germans from the flank - 
they move into the woods on our left - the balance of the 
company keeps spread out and down - we can see a column of troops and an occasional jeep on the road down in the river 
valley - about a thousand yards to our left - "that’s the 
2nd Battalion heading for that little town about a half mile ahead of them" - our artillery has been pounding it all 
morning - a lot of fires burning up there - Koenig and his 
men return shortly after noon - "the Germans have pulled 
back so we're moving ahead again"- Lt. Maimed takes charge 
of the company until the Captain gets back - on over the 
ridge - we follow a ravine to the left - E company is deployed 
all along it - we have to retrace our steps for a short dis
tance in order to clear their sector - over another ridge - 
along another vineyard - down into a little valley - we are 
straight East of the town now - a narrow little road leads 
along the floor of the valley into the village - the batta
lion is going to hold up here for a while - "I" company is directly ahead of us - near the crest of the hill - "K" is 
over to their right - we move about half way up the hill and 
deploy along the edge of a little vineyard and orchard - "better start digging in" - "we may be here quite a while" - the ground 
is easy digging so everyone soon has a shallow hole - none too 
soon either - only a faint warning hiss before two heavy mortar 
explosions fairly rock the ground - close too - "Wonder who 
that hit?" guess everyone in the company must have been lucky 
because there's no cry for the Medics - we continue to dig 
but everyone listens intently for that faint hiss - they're
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not long in coming either - the plum trees shower the ground 
with fruit as one"thunderous crash follows another - "that's 
heavy stuff they're using" - must be their big 120 MM Mortar - 
they've sure got this hill zeroed in - most of the fire seems 
to be hitting’above us in "I" company area - getting plenty of casualties too - the litter bearers are on the job and 
carry man after man to the waiting jeeps down on the little 
road - a steady stream of walking wounded drift down the hill 
also - we're lucky so far - several of the bursts have been 
right in the company area but no one is hit - "I" and "K" are sure taking a beating though - most of the afternoon is spent 
in deepening our holes and diving into them as the Germans keep 
slinging the mortars in - a hot piece of shrapnel smacks me in 
the hip when I stand up too soon after a burst - no damage 
done but I guess it doesn't pay to get out of your hole too 
soon - a lot of our tanks are moving into the little town on 
our left - drawing plenty of fire from the Germans too. It's 
nearly sundown - "we’re moving on forward" - "I'll be damned 
another night move" - "we'll follow "I" company" "let's go!" - 
on to the top of the hill - the mortars sure plastered everything up here - we pass by two dead Americans - one is lying 
with his head on a machine gun Ammunition box - probably from 
M company - broken, discarded equipment lying all around - 
another terrible mess - we keep well spread out as we con
tinue to advance - can't tell when those mortars will start 
again - across an open ridge and down into another valley - 
it's getting dark now and the column becomes a single file 
with everyone closing up in order to keep contact with the man ahead - the Battalion communication section is laying wire 
beside the trail - Lt. Pickett in charge - on and on we go - 
across open spaces - skirting the edge of dark ominous looking 
woods - whispered questions - "I wonder if those woods have 
been cleared?" "Don't suppose so, the place is probably full 
of Germans" - a bunch of buildings and hay stacks are burning 
about a mile north of us - a red glow lights the sky - we head in that direction - across a big sugar beet field - the 
column halts about 600 yards from the fire -"we'll all get 
shot if we don't get out of here" - "we're completely sil
houetted by the fire - a thunderous artillery barrage crashes 
down in the area we so recently vacated - lucky we got out of there - it starts to rain - a single rifle shot rings out up 
near the fire, all is deathly quiet again - Lt. Pickett says - 
"Captain Richmond, we're out of wire, I'll have to call back and have them send up another type - for all we know the Ger
mans may be all around us" - that's what we were afraid of - 
the column finally starts moving again - turning to the left, 
over towards those heavy woods - slowly we sneak across the 
beet field and enter the woods - seems good to get out of the 
glow of that fire - it's so dark now that we have to hold on to the man ahead - most of the time we can't even see him - 
across an oiled road - a wrecked German car lies in the ditch - 
"I" and "K" company are ahead of us, someplace but we've lost 
contact - the Captain says we'll stay here for the rest of the 
night - the company forms a big rectangle for all around
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security - the 3rd Platoon holds the west side - the men 
are only six feet apart - everyone is finally placed at his 
designated post and' we settle down for the night - it's 
raining steadily now and we can figure on another sleepless 
night - Edd curls up under his rain coat and tries to sleep - 
I'm already wet so I keep my coat on and pull a gas cape over
my head - kinda cramps my legs but I can keep half way dry so
I lean back against a tree and wonder how much longer we can 
go on - What a life!
September 14 Thursday
The hours drift slowly by - the rain keeps pattering down - 
my gas cape is threatening to come to pieces - a sudden furious 
burst from a German machine pistol - out on the road - answered 
almost instantly by a burst from one of M company's "heavies" - 
silence again - a German had walked down the road and opened 
fire whenchallenged by the sentry - our M.G. either killed 
him or scared him half to death - he had turned and started
to run just as the gunner opened fire - too dark to see if he
got him or not - the firing scared all of us - we thought the 
Germans were right in our company area again - it must be 
after 3:00 A.M. - what a miserable long night - half asleep - 
suddenly two shots from a rifle - sounded like an M 1 ■ right 
in our platoon area too - only a few yards away - Edd says "What the hell was that?" - "Don't know" - we keep quiet for a few seconds longer - the thunderous crash has awakened every
one but we all keep quiet and listen intently - someone starts 
to moan as if in terrible pain - Groshong calls for the Medics - 
"what happened?" - Flores and Hupp had left their post and 
crawled out in the woods a few feet in order to get under a 
big tree - Martes and Mann were on duty on the adjoining 
post - they hadn't seen Flores and Hupp leave their post and when Martes had eventually spotted them under the tree he had 
immediately opened fire - can't blame him for his action - 
the events of the past few days have been nerve shattering - the boys should never have left their post - the Medics try 
to patch them up - it’s too dark to see a thing - Flores is 
in bad shape - shot through the side - Hupp is hit through 
the leg - the litter bearers take him away - Flores is fatally 
wounded though and dies before daylight - after the accident I 
very cautiously move from one man to another in our Platoon area and tell them what has happened - Too bad - Flores was a 
good kid - it's beginning to get a little lighter - the Captain says to enlarge our defense area and move the outposts further out - Wright and I move carefully out through the woods to 
reconnoiter the area - an abandoned German trailer is on a 
little trail 100 yards to our front - we follow the trail which leads around the edge of a small pasture - we decide 
on the position for the posts and head back to the company - 
I almost step on a little German pistol - they either lost it 
or threw it away - a dandy 7.65 Mauser fully loaded - the 
Platoon moves into the designated positions a few minutes 
later the runner brings a message - "We're moving out right
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away"- "we’ve contacted the rest of the Battalion and are 
moving up to join them" - "get it on and let’s get out of 
here""- the rain has increased to a regular downpour now -
in a widely extended formation we plod through the mud and
rain - this area has been blasted by artillery - shell holes
everywhere - two old Polish women tell Stan that they're tooscared to go out and dig their potatoes - up on high ground 
again - across a concrete highway - a huge sort of semitrailer is in the ditch - shot all to pieces - a long barreled 
88 is mounted on it - three dead Germans lie in the ditch about 
50 yards away - our efficient Air Force is still on the ball - slipping and sliding we wind around some small fields and down 
into another valley - dead cattle here plainly shows the 
devastation of an artillery barrage - a little French settlement lies 400 yards to our right - a number of French people 
spot our column and hurry down to greet us - they say there’s 
no Boche in their town, but we doubt it - we may have to search 
the place later - the column finally halts high on the side of 
another hill - the Captain says "we may be here several hours 
so get down and keep quiet" - "no unnecessary moving around" - 
the 3rd Platoon is deployed in a combined orchard and vineyard 
Bad and I park under an apple tree near a big ditch - rations 
and water are brought up and we spend the balance of the 
morning eating and trying to clean the mud and rust off our 
guns - the rain has completely ceased and the sun is shin
ing now and then - we’re plenty glad of it, too, because our 
clothes will dry - a column of soldiers are slowly moving up 
the side of a big hill on the other side of the valley - must 
be part of the 1st Battalion - "we're going to move on this 
afternoon" - 3:00 P.M. - "let's go" - a nice, sunny afternoon 
with a nice breeze - "order of march" - 1st, 2nd and 3rd Platoons - cross country - well spread out - no resistance 
and no action - it's about three miles to our bivouac area - 
another little French settlement - the company is deployed in 
an area on the East side of the town - the 3rd Platoon is 
assigned to a little orchard - Edd and I reconnoiter the 
area and organize the guard for the night - everyone digs 
in - it’s easy digging in the orchard and Edd and I soon have a nice deep hole - a little hay in the bottom and we 
have a good bed for the night - the bed rolls are here too, 
so we really have a good bed - something unusual these days - it’s still light so we decide to get a helmet of water from 
a nearby spring and try to shave - a terrific explosion as a mortar crashes down about 300 yds away - everyone prepares to dive for his hole but no more explosions are heard - a 
sniper opens up with a "Burp" gun from some trees about 400 
yards up the hill - the bullets are high over our heads but they are very annoying - we continue with our shaving and 
washing and feel much better in a short time - the sniper 
keeps firing a burst now and then so Edd and Groshong each 
take a B.A.R. and sneak down a little road until they're 
about 200 yards from the trees - they fire several magazines 
into the trees - it's too dark to do any accurate shooting 
but the sniper is heard no more! - they either got him or
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scared him out - the rations come in but we will wait till 
morning to divide them - Edd returns from the sniper hunt 
and we hit the hay a few minutes later.
September 15 Friday
Nice and comfortable and almost asleep when Smith brings a 
message -"Lt. Davy and you are wanted up at the C.P." - 
"Now what’s up?" - "Don’t know but I think we move early in the morning" - finally get my wet shoes on and join Davy - 
it’s darker than pitch and we have to almost feel our way 
to the C.P. - the Captain gives us the dope - We’re to get up at 4:30 A.M. and be all set to go an hour later - moving 
on up toward another river - probably a branch of the Moselle - 
no resistance expected - we almost get shot on our way back as 
Goche accidentally fires his pistol - back in bed once more - 
Edd voices his frank opinion of early morning moves - almost asleep again - Smith brings another message - "moving time 
has been'set back an hour" - "that’s a little better" - no 
further activity during the night - Smith calls us at 5:30 - 
Edd and I wake the rest of the platoon and a few minutes 
later every one is busy rolling bed rolls, fixing packs etc. - 
the rations are divided, bed rolls are dropped at the C.P. 
and we’re all ready to go at the designated time, as usual the orders are changed and we are told to go back to our 
positions and maintain the guard - the balance of the 
morning is spent in reading our mail which came in after dark last night and in writing a few letters - everyone is hoping we’ll stay here again tonight - no such luck - "we're 
moving out around 3:00 P.M. cross country again - 3rd Platoon 
in the lead - Chief's squad has the point - the country is 
mostly open - beet fields and grass land - fences, fences, 
fences - we keep moving steadily for two hours - a ten minute 
break - on forward again - along the edge of a little French settlement - we keep a parallel course to an old dry canal - 
across a small creek - up a heavily wooded hill - this is our bivouac area - plenty glad of it too because we're all dog 
tired - the city of Nancy lies in the valley beyond the ridge 
to our direct front - we can just see a little bit of it - the 
134th is supposed to go through there - Edd, Davy and I recon- 
noiter the woods and organize the platoon defense, there's been 
no artillery firing around here but most of the men start 
digging - the woods are so thick that it’s almost an impossible 
task - Edd and I decide to take another chance and not dig - darkness soon comes and M company sets up a machine gun outpost in the open area to our front - Davy and Neckritz sleep 
together and bed down only a few feet from Edd and I - it’s 
plenty cool and we only have our rain coats but we're too 
tired to notice it and are soon asleep.
September 16 Saturday
Smith comes plowing through the brush shortly after midnight - 
"Thom send a six man detail to the C.P. to pick up rations and
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water" - "Why in the hell can't it wait till daylight?" "Don' know, they said to get it now" - I  crawl out and finally loca 
Meyers and Koenig in a hole only a few' feet away - it’s too 
dark to see a thing and I nearly step on them - they take four 
men and start down the hill toward the C.P. - it takes them a 
long time to make the trip - they finally get back around 1:30 - 
"just set the rations down and we'll take care of them in the 
morning" - again I'm mistaken - Smith brings another message 
in less than an hour - "Lt. Davy is wanted at the C.P. right 
away" - "Issue the water and rations, for the Platoon and be 
ready to go in an hour" - "looks like another dawn river crossing" - it's nearly impossible to find everyone in the
dense darkness, but the squad leaders finally make the grade -
the rations are divided and each man gets part of a cup of 
water - most of it is spilled because we can't see our can
teens - finally everyone is all ready to go - down the hill
to the C.P. - we're late and the Captain is fuming - Lt. Davy 
gives us the order as we march along - I Company was supposed 
to take the lead this morning but Lt. Howard was seriouslyinjured when his jeep plunged into the old canal last night -
consequently, the Colonel calls for "L" to take the lead and 
as usual, Bothwell has the 3rd Platoon to take the point - 
we're to make another river crossing all right - the Captain 
says that the 320th and the 4th Armored have already crossed 
down below us and part of the 134th is across in the sector 
above us - practically no resistance - sounds like an easy 
mission but we're doubtful - single file across the old canal 
on a little foot bridge - the head of the column moves too 
fast and the rear of the platoon loses contact - another 
halt as we wait for them to catch up - we're sure behind 
time now - we reach a hard surfaced road and march steadily 
for over an hour - it's just beginning to get light as v/e reach a good sized town - the sign says Laneuville - 3KM
from Nancy - down through the main part of town - no activityanywhere but we hear the artillery opening up further up the 
river - doesn't sound too good - we fail to contact anyone 
from the Battalion to give us our instructions so the column halts and George Guzowski and Athey are sent on down the 
street on a reconnaissance - they return in about 20 minutes 
with nothing to report so the Captain says we'll start back down the street - must have followed the wrong road - back 
nearly to the outskirts of town - again the column halts and 
Koenig and I eat a can of C rations for breakfast while we wait for orders - guess the Colonel is here now - maybe things 
will get straightened out - Lt. Casey looks plenty serious - 
he made a reconnaissance of the river crossing, yesterday 
afternoon and last night - he says we haven't got a ghost 
of a chance to cross the river in daylight - the Germans are 
thick, well dug in and can cut us to pieces if we try it - 
doesn’t sound very good - "off and on" once more the column 
inverts and we march through the town - it’s broad daylight 
now and the Engineers are busy unloading boats along the 
street - Captain O'Connell directs us into the Battalion 
assembly area - a sort of park just off of the main street -
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the company is deployed in the woods but it’s only a few 
minutes until the 3rd Platoon is called - guess this is it - 
the Colonel has ordered us to attempt the crossing in spite 
of Casey's report - once more we pick our assault boats - 
Groshongs squad will lead, followed by Koenig and Chief will 
bring up the rear - Davy will be with Groshong and I will be 
with Koenig - down through a narrow little alley - we can 
barely drag the boats between the walls - it's only about 75 yards to an old canal - we leave the boats in a concealed 
position and the Captain and Davy sneak up to the bank of 
the canal to look the situation over - Koenig, Groshong, Edd, 
Mike and I move up to them a few minutes later - a quick 
glance and we can plainly see that it's another suicide 
mission - almost identical to the Moselle crossing - this 
canal is full of water, lots of huge old canal barges line 
the banks - they don't look like they have been used for a 
long time - the canal is about sixty feet wide - a few 
scrawny trees and some brush grow along the opposite bank - 
a towering pile of chalky rock lies about a hundred yards 
beyond the canal and a similar distance to our left - must 
be some sort of slag from a nearby mine - a little brush grow 
around the base of the rock pile - flat, open ground - a 
thousand yards of it between the canal and river - just 
exactly like the Moselle valley, not one bit of cover - another towering, wood covered hill on the opposite side of 
the river - it looks like a little settlement on top of the 
hill- I'll bet the whole thing is covered with Germans and 
they can see every move we make - it’s raining now, pretty 
foggy too, the big hill is kinda hard to see - plenty of 
artillery now - theirs is beginning to land in the open ground between the canal and the river - ours is pounding 
the wooded hill - the Captain outlines his plan - "cross the 
canal between two of the old barges - keep as low as you can 
and move to the left along the line of trees and brush - stay 
close to the edge of the slag pile as long as you can and 
then make a bee line to the river" - "I'll have our artillery lay down a smoke screen along the river and then you can move 
out" - Hupp sets up his "heavies" along the canal to give us 
overhead protection - it's nearly 9:00 A.M. and raining 
steadily - Bothwell calls Battalion for the smoke - a few rounds land on the open ground but it's too close to do much 
good - the Captain keeps adjusting the range - Koenig suggests 
that a squad or two be put out in front of us for security as 
we carry the boats to the river - the Captain finally agrees and calls for J Ballards squad from the First Platoon - the smoke screen is never very effective due to the rains, but 
Colonel Butler is getting impatient so the Captain gives the 
order "move out" - the Engineers take Ballard's men across first and then return for Groshongs squad - Ballard's scouts 
move cautiously around the slag pile and head for the river - 
the 3rd Platoon is soon across the canal and Groshong's men 
and a squad of the light machine gunners are just around the 
far corner of the slag pile - Ballard's squad is completely 
in the open now and moving toward the river - Koenig's squad
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and myself are directly opposite the slag pile about forty 
feet from it’s base - Chief hasn't left the brush along the canal yet - a furious barrage of M.G. fire from across the 
river - "They’ve spotted us already" - Ballards squad is 
pinned down out there in the open - we drop our boat at the 
first shots and dash over to the little brush around the 
slag pile - the artillery and mortar fire is getting heavier 
now, too - Ballard decides they can't make it to the river 
so he starts his men back to the canal one at a time - The 
M.G.’s bark furiously but by a miracle only one man is hit - 
in the leg but he's still able to keep going - they all made 
it back to safety - our L.M.G. crew opens up on the hill - 
they can't spot a target but they fire anyway - "Look out 
now!" "This is a hell of a poor place to be - they can see 
those boats and know we're around this old slag pile" - 
it's just like an aiming stake - a white phosphorus round 
lands about a hundred feet away - "I believe that was theirs" 
I'm standing behind a little clump of brush observing the 
wooded hill - can't pick up a thing - five heavy explosions 
as their mortars rip the ground 150 yards to my right - Koenig 
says "Thom, you'd better get down" - "guess you’re right" - 
I drop to my knees - just in time too - Wham! - a terrific 
crash as a mortar lands between me and the boat - only about 
15 feet away - my helmet flies off and blood starts pouring 
down my arm - "better get out of here" - leaving my helmet 
and rifle on the ground I run back to the rear of the slag pile - Riley is there patching up Koenig - the same shell 
got him and Martin too - one of the machine gunners also - 
Riley cuts my shirt off and pours the wound powder on - my arm and side looks like a chunk of raw hamburger - don't feel any internal injuries though - Roslawski feeds me the wound 
tablets - Mike and Geroge Guzowski are there too - "bring Edd 
here George" - "O.K." Edd has been up to Groshongs squad and 
dashes back when George calls - "here's the little German 
pistol, Edd" "I can't take it with me so you may as well have it" Riley finishes bandaging my arm and puts a sling on it - 
Edwards and George help me back to the canal and the engineers 
paddle us across - the Battalion Aid Station is only a block 
or two down the street - some Frenchmen help us down to it 
and the doctors soon start a Medical Record that is destined 
to linger on and on - almost a story in itself.
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